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With the countdown on to the Paris climate change conference, there is clear evidence of growing momentum to put a price on carbon. The growth of carbon pricing around the world has been substantial. Since January 2012, the number of carbon pricing instruments already implemented or scheduled for implementation has almost doubled, jumping from 20 to 38. Moreover, the share of emissions covered by carbon pricing has increased threefold over the last decade.

Currently, about 40 national jurisdictions and over 20 cities, states, and regions—representing almost a quarter of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions—are putting a price on carbon (Figure 1). Together, carbon pricing instruments cover about half of the emissions in these jurisdictions, which translates to about 7 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalent (GtCO₂e) or about 12 percent of global emissions (see Figure 2).

To date, China and the United States are the two countries with the largest volume of emissions covered by carbon pricing instruments. In China carbon pricing instruments cover 1 GtCO₂e, while in the United States they cover 0.5 GtCO₂e. China has announced its intention to move to a national emissions trading system (ETS). It currently has seven pilot ETSs, which combined form the largest national carbon pricing initiative in the world in terms of volume. The European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), which covers 2 GtCO₂e of emissions, remains the single largest international carbon pricing instrument.

So far this year, the Republic of Korea launched an ETS, and California and Québec’s cap-and-trade programs expanded their GHG emissions coverage from about 35 to 85 percent by including transport fuel. Also, Ontario announced its intention to implement an ETS linked to California and Québec’s programs. A major structural reform in the EU ETS was approved for implementation starting in 2019, and a proposal to revise the EU ETS after 2020 has been put forward. These changes should make the EU ETS more resilient to sudden changes in macroeconomic conditions and help ensure that the EU ETS enables cost-effective emission reductions in the decade to come.

The advances in 2015 follow on the heels of 2014 milestones such as the implementation of two new subnational ETSs in Hubei and Chongqing (both Chinese jurisdictions), the implementation of carbon taxes in France and Mexico, and the adoption of new tax legislation in Chile. The year has also seen more companies using an internal price on carbon.
**Figure 1** Overview of existing, emerging, and potential regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments (ETS and tax)

The circles represent subnational jurisdictions. The circles are not representative of the size of the carbon pricing instrument, but show the subnational regions (large circles) and cities (small circles).

**Tally of carbon pricing instruments**

- ETS implemented or scheduled for implementation
- Carbon tax implemented or scheduled for implementation
- ETS or carbon tax under consideration
- ETS and carbon tax implemented or scheduled
- ETS implemented or scheduled, tax under consideration
- Carbon tax implemented or scheduled, ETS under consideration

The circles represent subnational jurisdictions. The circles are not representative of the size of the carbon pricing instrument, but show the subnational regions (large circles) and cities (small circles).

Note: Carbon pricing instruments are considered "scheduled for implementation" once they have been formally adopted through legislation and have an official, planned start date.
Regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments already implemented or scheduled for implementation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland carbon tax</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland carbon tax</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden carbon tax</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway carbon tax</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark carbon tax</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia carbon tax</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia carbon tax</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia carbon tax</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU ETS</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta SGER</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland ETS</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand ETS</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC carbon tax</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU ETS</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland carbon tax</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand ETS</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC carbon tax</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland carbon tax</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland carbon tax</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden carbon tax</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway carbon tax</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark carbon tax</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia carbon tax</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia carbon tax</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia carbon tax</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU ETS</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta SGER</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland ETS</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand ETS</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC carbon tax</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Only the introduction or removal of an ETS or carbon tax is shown. Emissions are given as a share of global GHG emissions in 2012. Annual changes in global, regional, national, and subnational GHG emissions are not shown in the graph. Data on the coverage of the city-level Kyoto ETS are not accessible; its coverage is therefore shown as zero.
The combined value of the regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments in 2015 is estimated at just under US$50 billion globally, of which almost 70 percent (about US$34 billion) is attributed to ETSs and the remainder (about 30 percent) to carbon taxes.

The existing carbon prices vary significantly—from less than US$1 per tCO₂e to US$130 per tCO₂e (see Figure 3). The majority of emissions (85 percent) are priced at less than US$10 per tCO₂e, which is considerably lower than the price that economic models have estimated is needed to meet the 2°C climate stabilization goal recommended by scientists.

Note: Nominal prices on August 1, 2015, shown for illustrative purpose only. The figures given in the Carbon Pricing Watch 2015 have been updated to August 1, 2015. The differences with the Carbon Pricing Watch are due to the daily changes in prices and exchange rates. Prices are not necessarily comparable between carbon pricing instruments because of differences in the number of sectors covered and allocation methods applied, specific exemptions, and different compensation methods.
Carbon pricing is increasingly being used internally by firms as a tool to analyze business and investment strategy. Some of these carbon prices are substantially higher than current price levels in mandatory carbon pricing instruments. Internal carbon pricing is part of a risk management strategy to evaluate the current or potential impact of a mandated carbon price on business operations. It is also used as a means to identify and value cost savings and revenue opportunities in low-carbon investments.

In a world of fragmented carbon pricing instruments, the potential impact of carbon pricing on the international competitiveness of some domestic industrial sectors has been a concern. The risk of carbon leakage is real as long as carbon price signals are strong and the stringency of climate policies differs significantly across jurisdictions. However, the report finds, based on available research, that carbon leakage—the phenomenon of companies moving their production and/or redirecting their investments to other jurisdictions where emissions costs are lower, thereby increasing emissions there—has not materialized on a significant scale. This risk tends to only affect a limited number of exposed sectors, namely those that are both emissions- and trade intensive. This risk can be effectively managed through policy design components, such as free allocations, exemptions, rebates and border adjustment measures, as well as specific complementary measures, for example, financial assistance.

The risk of carbon leakage declines as more countries take concrete actions to prevent climate change. International cooperation through carbon pricing instruments and climate finance can help redress the existing asymmetry in carbon pricing signals, reduce concerns about their impact on competitiveness, and eliminate the need for protection of firms. Under these circumstances, carbon prices can be used to enhance the performance of economies—specifically benefiting innovative, low-carbon firms, and promoting the technical upgrade or exit of the least efficient firms in emissions-intensive industries. This would improve the overall efficiency of the economy.

In addition to reducing the risk of carbon leakage, cooperation between countries can significantly reduce the overall cost of achieving a 2°C climate stabilization goal compared to domestic actions alone, as countries have more flexibility in choosing who undertakes emission reductions, and who pays for them. Moreover, such cooperation could drive low-carbon growth in lower-income countries, some of which might lack the resources to modernize their economies, create jobs in low-carbon sectors, or reduce poverty in a sustainable manner. Through international cooperation, the global costs associated with a given emission reduction target can be lowered or a larger mitigation target can be achieved at a given cost, and development gaps can be narrowed.

According to estimates from economic models, financial transfers through cooperation could reach up to US$100–400 billion annually by 2030, possibly increasing to over $2 trillion dollars by 2050. The size of the transfers will be beyond the level of public sector spending, and will need to be channeled through a blend of instruments. These include carbon pricing instruments such as ETSs, carbon taxes, offsets and a combination thereof and linkages between them, as well as innovative hybrid instruments, such as variations of results-based climate finance. Climate finance and carbon pricing instruments will be essential in leveraging these financial transfers and enabling cooperation to mitigate climate change.
Introduction

The year 2014 proved to be the warmest year since record keeping began¹ and temperatures are now 0.8°C above pre-industrial levels.² From heat and precipitation to drought and cyclone activity, the frequency of extreme weather events has increased,³ with damaging effects on settlements, crops, food, water, and energy security. The risks this poses to people’s lives and well-being are expected to be even higher if the global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions trend remains unchecked. Experts agree that the most severe climate impacts can be avoided if the mean global temperature rise is lower than 2°C.

Keeping this goal within reach requires significant cuts in emissions of all GHGs. Compared with the 2012 overall level of 54 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalent (GtCO₂e), GHG emissions need to be cut by 32 GtCO₂e by 2050.⁴ The international community faces a huge challenge in raising the ambition expressed by countries so far to the level actually needed to avoid dangerous climate change.

Over the next 35 years, approximately US$40 trillion of additional investment will be needed to transition to a global, low-carbon energy system.⁵ Beyond the official climate negotiations under the United Nations Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), support for the necessary changes is coming from a variety of actors,⁶ public and private sector finance playing an increasingly important role. Current financial flows associated with climate change mitigation and adaptation amount to about US$343–385 billion/year globally, with most of this going to mitigation efforts.⁷ However, to stabilize the climate, these resources need to be scaled up and investment patterns need to change.

---

² World Bank, Turn Down the Heat: Confronting the New Climate Normal, 2014.
³ Ibid.
⁴ The UNEP says that the median emission level required for this target is 42 GtCO₂e in 2030 and 22 GtCO₂e in 2050. Source: UNEP, The Emissions Gap Report 2014. According to the IPCC, global emissions need to be reduced by 40–70% in 2050, compared to 2010 levels, in order to have a likely chance to keep the temperature change below 2°C. Source: IPCC, Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change – Summary for Policy Makers, 2014.
⁵ The additional investment is relative to the US$318 trillion that is expected to be invested in a business-as-usual scenario. Source: International Energy Agency, Energy Technology Perspectives 2015, 2015.
⁶ UNEP, Climate commitments of subnational actors and business: A quantitative assessment of their emission reduction impact, 2015.
There is a growing consensus among both governments and businesses on the fundamental role of carbon pricing in the transition to a decarbonized economy. Placing an adequate price on GHG emissions helps mobilize the financial investments required to support diverse actions, such as fuel switching from coal to natural gas, renewable energy deployment, the adoption of energy efficiency measures and the use of low-carbon technologies in industry.

For governments, carbon pricing is an instrument to achieve emissions mitigation and also a source of revenue, which is particularly important in the current economic environment of budgetary constraints. Businesses use internal carbon pricing to evaluate the impact of mandatory carbon prices on their operations and as a tool to identify potential cost savings and revenue opportunities. Finally, long-term investors use carbon pricing to analyze the potential impact of climate change policies on their investment portfolios, allowing them to reassess investment strategies and reallocate capital toward low-carbon or climate-safe activities.

Over the past year, new carbon pricing instruments have been launched, and existing ones have been evolving in response to the lessons learned from operational experience. These existing and new instruments, as well as carbon pricing trends, are discussed in section 2. For the purpose of this report, carbon pricing refers to initiatives that put an explicit price on GHG emissions. These initiatives include not only emissions trading systems (ETSs), carbon taxes, offset mechanisms, and results-based finance (RBF), but also internal carbon prices set by companies. Bearing in mind this scope, other policies that implicitly price GHG emissions—such as the removal of fossil fuel subsidies, energy taxation, support for renewable energy, and energy efficiency certificate trading— are not included.

The carbon prices observed in these instruments vary significantly, from less than US$1/tCO₂e to US$130/tCO₂e. The majority of emissions (85 percent) are priced at less than US$10/tCO₂e, which is considerably lower than the price that economic models have estimated is needed to meet the 2°C climate stabilization goal recommended by scientists. As carbon pricing is not implemented uniformly around the world, one of the key issues facing the affected industries is carbon leakage—the situation where production and associated emissions shift to jurisdictions that do not have equivalent policies in place. Section 3 examines this issue and suggests policy provisions that could alleviate it.

Finally, to optimize the emission reductions that carbon pricing and other policy instruments can deliver, cooperation is needed on all levels. Section 4 focuses on the rationale and potential economic gains of a joint mitigation effort. The report concludes by examining carbon pricing instruments and their crucial role in mobilizing the resources needed to achieve cost savings through international cooperation.

---

8 In other words, a price expressed as a value per ton of CO₂.
» Climate change poses great dangers to us all. This means that we need to limit harmful greenhouse gas emissions effectively. Economic incentives are a good way to achieve this goal. Carbon pricing makes investments in low-carbon or carbon-free technologies attractive and ensures that fossil fuels are used efficiently. This helps us to adhere to our common two-degree climate goal. […]

Our country’s positive economic development shows that technological progress and growth can go hand in hand with climate protection. […] The emission of harmful greenhouse gases must come at a price. This is the only way that we will make any tangible progress on climate protection. And it is the only way to ensure that we will not have to pay a far higher price in the end.

Fortunately, many governments and companies are already using carbon-pricing instruments. Our hope is that all countries will perceive the opportunities that economically efficient and low-carbon development offers them. «

Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany
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2.1 OVERVIEW, RECENT DEVELOPMENTS, AND EMERGING TRENDS

2.1.1 Global overview of carbon pricing instruments

As of August 31, 2015, 39 national and 23 subnational jurisdictions are putting a price on carbon through ETSs and taxes (Box 1 and Figure 4). Together, these carbon pricing instruments cover some 7 GtCO₂e, about 12 percent of the annual global GHG emissions. This represents significant progress: the number of carbon pricing instruments has expanded by 90 percent since 2012. More specifically, since January 1, 2012, the number of carbon pricing instruments implemented and scheduled has increased from 20 to 38. In addition, the share of global emissions under a carbon pricing instrument has increased threefold over the past decade (Figure 5).\(^9\)

Figure 5 shows three distinct periods since the introduction of carbon pricing instruments: (i) the period 1990-2005, which was dominated by early movers introducing carbon taxes; (ii) the period 2005-11, which saw the start of the Kyoto Protocol, and a rapid expansion in the coverage of GHG emissions, largely because of the implementation of the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS);\(^11\) and (iii) the period from 2012 to the present day, which is mainly defined by the decline in the mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol and the emergence of new, national and subnational, carbon pricing instruments in both developed and developing economies.

» The number of carbon pricing instruments has expanded by 90 percent since 2012. «

---

9 The EU ETS operates in the 28 EU member states and the other three members of the European Economic Area (Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway).
10 These numbers are revised on a regular basis to reflect updated figures on GHG emissions in each jurisdiction, changes in the design and coverage of existing carbon pricing instruments, the inclusion of new instruments, and the availability of new data. Thus, these figures and the ones from previous State and trends of carbon pricing reports are not necessarily comparable.
11 In 2005, carbon pricing instruments covered 4 percent of annual global GHG emissions; in 2015, this figure stands at 12 percent.
Box 1  Carbon pricing in numbers

39 NATIONAL JURISDICTIONS

with carbon pricing instruments

23 SUBNATIONAL JURISDICTIONS

38 CARBON PRICING INSTRUMENTS

already implemented or scheduled for implementation

90% ↑ INCREASE

in number of instruments with respect to January 1, 2012

COVERING ANNUAL GLOBAL GHG EMISSIONS OF

~12% = 7 GtCO₂e

8% ETSs

4% CARBON TAXES

3x ↑ INCREASE over 2005-2015 in share of global emissions covered

PRICES IN THE INSTRUMENTS IMPLEMENTED

US$ 1-130/tCO₂e

85% of emissions covered are priced at <US$ 10/tCO₂e

ANNUAL VALUE OF THE INSTRUMENTS IMPLEMENTED IS

just under

US$ 50 billion12

12 See footnote 15 for the underlying calculation related to the value of the carbon pricing instruments implemented.
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Figure 4  Overview of existing, emerging, and potential regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments (ETS and tax)

The circles represent subnational jurisdictions. The circles are not representative of the size of the carbon pricing instrument, but show the subnational regions (large circles) and cities (small circles).

Note: RGGI = Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Carbon pricing instruments are considered “scheduled for implementation” once they have been formally adopted through legislation and have an official, planned start date.

Instruments implemented or scheduled for implementation:
National ETSs: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Romania, Slovakia, and Spain.
National carbon taxes: Chile, Japan, Mexico, and South Africa.
Both ETSs and carbon taxes: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
Subnational ETSs: Alberta, Beijing, California, Chongqing, Connecticut, Delaware, Guangdong, Hubei, Kyoto, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Quebec, Rhode Island, Saitama, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Tokyo, and Vermont.

Instruments under consideration:
National ETS or carbon tax: Brazil, China, Japan, Korea (ETS), Mexico (ETS), the Republic of Korea (carbon tax), Thailand, Turkey, and Ukraine.
Subnational ETS or carbon tax: British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Oregon, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paolo, Taiwan, and Washington State.
Regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments already implemented or scheduled for implementation: share of global GHG emissions covered

Note: Only the introduction or removal of an ETS or carbon tax is shown. Emissions are given as a share of global GHG emissions in 2012. Annual changes in global, regional, national, and subnational GHG emissions are not shown in the graph. Data on the coverage of the city-level Kyoto ETS are not accessible; its coverage is therefore shown as zero.
Prices currently range from about US$1 to US$130/tCO₂e (Figure 6) and have shown little movement in absolute terms over the past year. Despite this relatively wide range, 99 percent of emissions are priced at less than US$30/tCO₂e and 85 percent are priced at less than US$10/tCO₂e (Figure 7). Most scenario analyses indicate a global average carbon price of between US$80/tCO₂e and US$120/tCO₂e in 2030 would be consistent with the goal of limiting the global warming to 2°C. While these carbon prices, calculated by large-scale climate-economy models, do not necessarily have to be an explicit carbon tax rate or allowance price, the difference between this range and the prices currently observed gives an indication of the scale of the challenge lying ahead.

The global value of the regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments in 2015 is estimated at just under US$50 billion.

Note: Nominal prices on August 1, 2015, shown for illustrative purpose only. The figures given in the Carbon Pricing Watch 2015 have been updated to August 1, 2015. The differences with the Carbon Pricing Watch are due to the daily changes in prices and exchange rates. Prices are not necessarily comparable between carbon pricing instruments because of differences in the number of sectors covered and allocation methods applied, specific exemptions, and different compensation methods.
An OECD analysis calculated a total effective tax rate on CO2 by considering explicit carbon taxes and implicit carbon tax rates from specific energy taxes, as these are economically similar. On average, the total effective tax rate in an OECD country in 2012 is €164/tCO2 for oil products used in road transport, €24/tCO2 for oil products used for heating and process use, and €5/tCO2 for coal and peat used in heating and process use. Source: OECD, Taxing Energy Use, 2015.


The total value of the ETS markets is estimated by multiplying each ETS’s annual allowance volume for 2015, or for the latest year that data are available, with the allowance price on April 1, 2015. The total value for carbon taxes is derived from official government budgets for 2015. Where the allowance volume (for an ETS) or budget information (for a carbon tax) is unavailable, the value of the carbon pricing instrument is calculated by multiplying the GHG emissions covered with the nominal carbon price on April 1, 2015. The State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2014 report reported a total value US$32 billion for only the ETSs. The value of global ETSs as of April 1, 2015, was US$34 billion—a slight increase with respect to 2014—mainly because of the launch of the Republic of Korea’s ETS and the expansion of GHG emissions coverage in the California and Québec ETSs, and despite the repeal of Australia’s Carbon Pricing Mechanism in July 2014. The total value of carbon taxes around the world is about US$14 billion. There was no need to update the values presented in the Carbon Pricing Watch 2015 to August 1, 2015 because no new carbon pricing instruments have been implemented nor have any changes occurred in the existing instruments since the release of that brief in May 2015. Moreover, daily changes in prices and exchange rates over a 4-month period cannot be used as an indicator of the evolution of global carbon pricing instruments.

Kossoy, Alexandre; Peszko, Grzegorz; Oppermann, Klaus; Prytz, Nicola; Gilbert, Alyssa; Klein, Noemie; Lam, Long; Wong, Lindee. 2015. Carbon Pricing Watch 2015. Washington, DC. World Bank.
2.1.2 Recent developments and emerging trends

This report monitors developments in carbon pricing during the period 2014–15 and highlights the sustained interest of governments and the growing engagement of the private sector. As further experience is gained with carbon pricing, new instruments are being designed and existing ones adjusted so as to reflect the lessons learned over the past decade. This section explores these emerging trends and policy design lessons.

New instruments continue to emerge

Six jurisdictions implemented new carbon pricing instruments in the 2014–15 period covered by this report. These instruments include:

- In 2014:
  - ETSs in Hubei and Chongqing (both located in China)
  - Carbon taxes in France and Mexico

- In 2015:
  - ETS in the Republic of Korea
  - Carbon tax in Portugal.

In addition, Chile passed legislation for a carbon tax to be introduced in 2017, and Taiwan and Ontario announced that they would be adopting an ETS in the future. As planned, on January 1, 2015, California and Quebec expanded the GHG coverage of their Cap-and-Trade programs to include transport fuels.

In 2014, China and the United States entered into one of the most significant bilateral agreements to date on climate change. As part of this agreement between the world’s two largest emitters, both have committed to GHG emission reduction targets. China and the United States are also the two countries with the largest volume of emissions covered under carbon pricing instruments. If each country’s subnational carbon pricing instruments are added up, carbon pricing covers a GHG emissions volume of about 1 GtCO₂e in China and 0.5 GtCO₂e in the United States. The United States intends to meet its emission reduction target partly through the United States Environmental Agency’s (US EPA) Clean Power Plan, which was finalized in August 2015.

China and the United States are the two countries with the largest volume of emissions covered under carbon pricing instruments.

Meanwhile, discussions continue on the role of carbon pricing in emission mitigation on a national or regional scale. Australia replaced its Carbon Pricing Mechanism with the Direct Action Plan, which retains offsetting, but does not impose a cap on GHG emissions. Oregon, Ontario, and Washington State are considering the implementation of an ETS, following the lead of neighboring states that have implemented carbon pricing instruments—British Columbia, California, Quebec, and the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) states.

---

17 This report covers the period from January 1, 2014 to August 1, 2015.
19 The volume of GHG emissions covered is not equivalent to the ETS’s allowance volume (i.e., the size of the cap). The size of the cap is used to calculate the value of an ETS.
20 The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is the first market-based regulatory program in the United States to reduce GHG emissions. It is a cooperative effort among the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont to cap and reduce CO₂ emissions from the power sector.
Support for carbon pricing growing in public and private sectors

A number of government leaders and policy makers in both developed and developing economies continue to advocate the use of carbon pricing to achieve a global decarbonized economy. Business leaders are also increasingly engaging with this topic and several have stated their support for carbon pricing. For example, over 1,000 investors and companies signed the “Put a Price on Carbon Statement.” Moreover, several initiatives have been launched by alliances such as the Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition, to jointly make a business case for carbon pricing and formulate key principles for successful policy design and implementation.

The choice of carbon pricing instrument is based on national circumstances and political realities

After more than a decade of experience with carbon pricing, the long-running debate over the superiority of an ETS or tax has been replaced by a pragmatic dialogue. In fact, what is the most suitable instrument depends on the specific circumstances and context of a given jurisdiction, and the instrument’s policy objectives should be aligned with the broader national economic priorities and institutional capacities. An ETS and a carbon tax are increasingly being used in complementary ways, features of both instruments often being combined to form hybrid approaches. The differences and commonalities of ETSs and carbon taxes are discussed further in Box 2.

Carbon pricing is only one instrument in a range of approaches that need to be mobilized for emissions mitigation. Other policy instruments, such as the removal of fossil fuel subsidies, infrastructure investments in transport and energy, renewable energy portfolio standards, and energy efficiency standards, also have an important role to play in achieving emission reductions. Carbon pricing and these complementary policy instruments need to operate in tandem to address the urgency and scale of the climate change mitigation challenge.

Box 2 Emissions trading systems and carbon taxes

While both an ETS and a carbon tax can achieve cost-effective and efficient emission reductions, these two instruments differ significantly. One of their key differences is the level of uncertainty associated with the carbon price and emission reductions that will be achieved. On the one hand, a carbon tax provides more certainty as to the price level, as the latter is set by the government, although this is subject to regulatory risk. On the other hand, the price signal given by an ETS arises from a restriction on the quantity of emission allowances and economic cycles. Price certainty is desirable because investment in low-carbon technology requires confidence in the existence of a sufficiently high, long-term carbon price. On the other hand, it is almost certain that an ETS will deliver emission reductions, as this is achieved by controlling the volume of allowances through the cap, while a tax is not directly related to an emission reduction target. Taxes are generally set by modeling the cost of reducing emissions up to a certain target. Any inaccuracies in the model used will result in actual emission reductions that are different from the emission reductions target.

21 The World Bank Group is supporting these developments with catalytic initiatives, among others, the Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition (CPLC) and the Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR).
22 World Bank, We Support Putting a Price on Carbon, 2014.
24 Generally ETSs and carbon taxes cover different sectors; in the EU, for example, carbon taxes mostly apply to sectors not covered by the EU ETS.
However, the degree of certainty in meeting environmental targets or strengthening the price signal can be increased through dynamic adjustments to changing circumstances. For example, tax rates can be altered to reflect the level of progress in emission reductions, while the supply of emission allowances can be modified to influence prices.

An ETS and a carbon tax also differ in administrative complexity. A carbon tax is generally easier to implement, as it can build on existing taxation infrastructure, for example, through the expansion of an energy taxation policy. The operation of a carbon tax is also relatively simple, as it only requires emissions monitoring and reporting. However, an administrative burden arises from the iterative approach often used to set tax rates. These revisions may also involve changes in the scope of the carbon tax or its integration into a broader energy tax, thereby creating uncertainty for low-carbon investments. The implementation of an ETS is more complicated because it requires the creation of a new commodity (emission allowances), the allocation of these emission allowances, and the establishment of a market for trading. New institutions may also have to be set up, further adding to complexity and costs. However, the administrative costs are generally low in relation to the value of the carbon pricing instrument.

Often, the choice of instrument is not only motivated by the above characteristics, but also by specific national circumstances. For example, the EU chose an ETS rather than a carbon tax partly because the EU legislative remit simply does not cover fiscal policies such as carbon taxation. South Africa opted for a carbon tax because of the concentrated nature of its energy sector—marked by a small number of market participants and small trading volumes. This would have resulted in an illiquid and potentially skewed market, making it hard to operate an efficient ETS and thereby defeating one of the main purposes for establishing an ETS. Another reason South Africa chose a carbon tax over an ETS is that this instrument could be built on the existing infrastructure used for other taxes.

While jurisdictions commonly start to price carbon by introducing an ETS or carbon tax, these two instruments are increasingly being deployed together. A carbon tax may also be used as a transitional instrument toward an ETS. Moreover, an ETS and a carbon tax can be used to target emission reductions in different sectors of one jurisdiction. The carbon taxes in France, Ireland, Portugal, and Sweden, for instance, are applicable to selected, non-EU ETS sectors. In some cases, compatibility of future instruments is considered. For example, the implementation of Chile’s tax and MRV system will be ETS compatible to facilitate the possible implementation of an ETS in the future.

Finally, hybrid instruments and tax instruments that also permit the use of offsets actually combine some of the features of ETSs and taxes. For example, the California Cap-and-Trade Program applies an auction reserve price and a soft price ceiling to provide both liable entities and investors with a degree of price certainty. Similarly, the use of offsets in Mexico’s carbon tax and, potentially, in South Africa’s proposed carbon tax provides liable entities with flexible mechanisms for compliance.

27 Ibid.
Carbon pricing instruments are fine-tuned, incorporating lessons learned One key feature of the latest instruments is a well-designed price stabilization measure, such as the floor price and soft ceiling price in the California Cap-and-Trade Program and the reserve of allowances in the Republic of Korea’s ETS. These price stabilization measures are designed to facilitate emission reductions in a cost-effective manner. Predictability of carbon prices is essential to reducing the investment risk of low-carbon technologies. Another way to strengthen the carbon price signal is by reducing market volatility through market stabilization measures. In the EU ETS, the large surplus of emission allowances has undermined the carbon price signal, and the EU addressed this by the implementation of backloading in 2014 and the market stability reserve (MSR), which is expected to come into force in 2019.

Industry protection provisions evolve to avoid carbon leakage policymakers continue to reduce the risk of carbon leakage and assist emissions-intensive, trade-exposed industry sectors in remaining internationally competitive through the free allocation of emission allowances and other methods. In 2014, the EU finalized the list of industries that will receive additional free allowances for the EU ETS in the period 2015–19. Under the Republic of Korea’s ETS, all allowances will be given out free of charge during the first phase, reflecting concerns about carbon leakage and international competitiveness. China’s national ETS will also distribute allocations for free. Another method to reduce the risk of carbon leakage is through border carbon adjustments, a measure bearing resemblance to the equal treatment of emissions associated with electricity importers and generators in the California Cap-and-Trade Program. A more thorough analysis of the impacts of carbon pricing on carbon leakage and industrial competitiveness is presented in section 3.

The environment and social welfare are among beneficiaries of carbon pricing revenue Total government revenue derived from ETS allowance auctions and carbon taxes in 2014 is estimated at over US$15 billion (Box 3). This revenue is used in diverse ways, for example, to lower taxes, provide additional payments to citizens, or finance emission reduction activities or other projects. For instance, some ETS revenue in Guangdong will be channeled to a low-carbon development fund that will support energy savings and emission reductions, while a portion of the post-2020 revenue from the EU ETS will finance an energy system modernization fund and a low carbon innovation fund. Revenue from Switzerland’s carbon tax is returned to the country’s citizens through lower health insurance payments and to business via the social security contributions. The proposed Oregon ETS, which is currently under debate in the State’s legislature, intends to return the revenue collected to Oregon’s citizens in the form of a “dividend” payment.

---

29 European Council, Cover Note from General Secretariat of the Council of Delegations to Delegations: European Council (23 and 24 October 2014) % Conclusions, October 24, 2014.
Box 3 Carbon taxes and ETSs as tools to support public budget

It is estimated that in 2014 over US$15 billion\(^{31}\) in government revenue was raised through carbon taxes and ETS sales. About US$5 billion, or a third of total government revenue, was derived from the sale of emission allowances under ETSs, mostly through auctions, the EU ETS accounting for almost US$4 billion. The total revenue in 2014 raised through carbon taxes implemented around the world is estimated at over US$10 billion, the United Kingdom accounting for about a fifth of the total amount, followed by Japan, Finland, Norway, and British Columbia. These figures highlight the potential to generate significant revenue streams through these means. The rise in carbon prices that is necessary to limit the global temperature increase to 2°C would, in turn, further increase revenues.

Carbon pricing revenues are used in various ways, for example:

- RGGI has already invested over US$1 billion, or more than 70 percent of its 2008–13 ETS revenue, in projects on energy efficiency, renewable energy and GHG abatement, and support for household energy bills.\(^{32}\) Almost all remaining revenue has been reserved for future projects in those same areas.

- Total payments of GHG emitters into Alberta’s Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund have grown to CAN$578 million (US$443 million) in the 2007–14 compliance periods. They must be dedicated to reducing emissions of specified gases or improving the province’s ability to adapt to climate change. The Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation, using competitive processes, has funded 109 projects for a total of CAN$350 million (US$268 million). These projects represent a total value of over CAN$2.2 billion (US$1.7 billion), if private sector investments are also taken into account.

- The EU ETS member states have indicated that they will use around €3 billion (US$3.3 billion) of their 2013 auction revenues, or 80 percent, for energy- and climate-related projects.\(^{33}\) Additionally, the EU has used the revenue derived from the sale of 300 million allowances to set up a dedicated fund of €2.1 billion (US$2.3 billion) to support demonstration projects on innovative low-carbon technologies.

- British Columbia is required by law to recycle all carbon tax revenues through tax reductions. The revenue is returned through tax cuts in personal and corporate income tax and tax credits. In the tax year 2013/14, the total revenue recycling measures amounted to CAN$1,232 million (US$944 million) while total carbon tax revenue amounted to CAN$1,222 million (US$937 million), meaning the carbon tax was revenue-negative.\(^{34}\) In fact, it has been revenue-negative since its introduction in 2008 and is expected to remain so.

- Switzerland redistributes about two thirds of its annual carbon tax revenue of about CHF800 million (US$831 million) to businesses and the public.\(^{35}\) In 2014, about CHF180 million (US$187 million) was redistributed to the employers by reducing their social security contribution, and CHF297 million (US$309 million) went to the public by lowering the health insurance premium. A third of the revenue (maximum of CHF300 million (US$312 million) goes into an energy refurbishment fund for buildings. Finally, another CHF25 million (US$26 million) goes into a low-carbon technology fund. The revenues do not feed into the federal budget.

Beyond raising revenues, carbon taxes offer other fiscal advantages. Placing a carbon tax on the carbon content of fuels may be administratively easy relative to some other taxes, in particular where the tax administration can be built on existing excise taxes. Furthermore, carbon emissions are a good tax base, as carbon sources are concentrated and difficult to evade. For example, in Sweden, which has had a carbon tax since 1992, tax evasion is less than 1 percent for carbon, much less than it is for the value added tax.\(^{36}\)

---

\(^{31}\) Authors’ calculations, based on auction revenue reports of the different ETSs, sales of allowances from the EU ETS’ fund for demonstration projects in innovative low-carbon technologies (NER300), payments into Alberta’s Climate Change and Management Fund, and the annual budget of governments with carbon taxes in place. The total government revenue in 2014 is calculated at US$16 billion.
**INDCs give some insights into countries’ plans and actions on carbon pricing** At the international level, the role of carbon pricing post-2020 is being discussed ahead of the December 2015 Paris climate change conference (21st session of the Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC—COP 21—and 11th session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol—CMP 11). The Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) indicate national climate policy objectives. Some INDCs also shed light on the envisaged use of domestic and international carbon pricing instruments toward meeting post-2020 emission reduction targets (see section 2.2.1). As discussed in section 4, cooperation between countries through carbon pricing instruments and climate finance is the key to ensuring that mitigation is optimized and achieved cost-effectively.

## 2.2 INTERNATIONAL CARBON PRICING INSTRUMENTS

### 2.2.1 International carbon pricing under the UNFCCC

**Status of the international post-2020 climate negotiations** A new post-2020 agreement is expected to be reached at the Paris climate change conference to be held in December 2015. The details of this agreement are under negotiation, and, as of July 2015, two options were being considered for the role of carbon markets. The first option includes provisions in the proposed text for market mechanisms, such as descriptions of the purpose of such a mechanism, while the second option does not. Prior to COP 21, further discussions on the negotiating text will take place.

Countries were invited to communicate to the UNFCCC their INDCs in advance of COP 21. As of August 31, 2015, 57 Parties—representing approximately 61 percent of global GHG emissions—had submitted their INDCs (Figure 8). According to some analysts, further discussions will be needed to make the INDCs consistent with the 2°C pathway.

Several INDCs explicitly indicate that carbon pricing will be an element of their mitigation strategy. For example, China, Norway, and Iceland highlighted that an ETS will play a role in their post-2020 emission reductions. Other countries, such as the Republic of Korea and Switzerland, stated their intention to use international credits to meet their targets. By contrast, some INDCs—including those of Andorra, the EU, Gabon, the Marshall Islands, and the United States—explicitly rule out the use of international credits. However, INDCs do not provide a comprehensive overview of how carbon pricing will be used. For instance, the EU’s INDC does not discuss the role of its ETS but, in another official communication, the EU ETS is identified as the main instrument to deliver emission reductions.

---

Figure 8 | INDCs submitted

Note: INDCs can take the form of unconditional or conditional pledges, or a combination of both. This map shows the unconditional pledges, where available. The conditional pledge is shown only if an unconditional pledge has not been made.
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Supply and demand outlook for Kyoto credits pre-2020

Lack of pre-2020 ambition under the UNFCCC remains an issue. The need for more ambitious targets—for example, through mitigation of GHG other than carbon dioxide and further technical examination of opportunities with high mitigation potential and co-benefits—was reiterated at COP 20 in Lima. However, no specific action was agreed upon. With no sign of an increase in countries’ pre-2020 ambition, the declining market trend for Kyoto credits—Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) and Emission Reduction Units (ERUs)—continued in 2014 and 2015 (Figure 10).

To date, EU ETS installations have used 1.45 GtCO\textsubscript{2}e of CERs and ERUs\textsuperscript{41} to help them meet their compliance obligations, or 90 percent of the total 1.6 GtCO\textsubscript{2}e allowed under that system between 2008 and 2020. The latter figure represents about 60 percent of total Kyoto credits issued so far.\textsuperscript{42} If this trend persists, EU ETS installations are likely to exhaust their Kyoto credit quota in the next few years, leaving sellers of Kyoto credits without their historically largest buyer.

Outside the Kyoto Protocol, various instruments create demand sources for CERs, such as domestic instruments accepting CERs, purchase programs, and voluntary cancellations of CERs. Mexico’s carbon tax and the Republic of Korea’s ETS allow the use of CERs issued by Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects located in the country,\textsuperscript{43} and so may South Africa’s carbon tax, which is scheduled to be launched in 2016. CERs are currently priced significantly lower than the carbon tax or allowances under these domestic instruments and they may therefore be attractive to compliance entities. CERs are also targeted by purchase programs, such as the RBF-based Carbon Initiative for Development (Ci-Dev), the Pilot Auction Facility for Methane and Climate Change Mitigation (PAF), and the Swedish Energy Agency purchase program.\textsuperscript{44} However, these demand sources are limited.\textsuperscript{45, 46} The total residual demand for Kyoto credits between 2015 and 2020 is therefore expected to be minimal, resulting in a surplus of these credits.

Credits yet to be issued will add to this surplus. The CDM pipeline is estimated to have the potential to issue about 6,600 MtCO\textsubscript{2}e between now and 2020, should the demand exist (Figure 9). This potential is based on the registered portfolio, without considering the effect of actual demand on the issuance levels. However, given the lack of demand, supply continues to head downwards (Figure 10), and a more realistic maximum potential issuance till 2020 is about 750 MtCO\textsubscript{2}e (Figure 9).\textsuperscript{47} Yet even this figure remains significantly higher than potential demand. The supply-demand imbalance is therefore not expected to tip, thereby preventing any significant price recovery from the historically low prices.

\textsuperscript{40} UNFCCC, Decision 1/CP.20, Lima Call for Climate Action, February 2, 2015.


\textsuperscript{43} CERs need to be voluntarily canceled before they can be swapped for Korean domestic credits that can be used for compliance under the Republic of Korea’s ETS.


\textsuperscript{45} The theoretical demand for offsets under the Republic of Korea’s ETS, based on the ceiling on offset use, is estimated at 187 million for 2015–17. However, only 1.9 million had been issued as of April 2015, converted from canceled CERs, and it is estimated that only 20 million, coming from CDM projects in Korea, will become available by the end of 2017. Source: Thomson Reuters, Fragmentation of the Credit Markets, Carbon Market Monitor, June 10, 2015. There is no estimate of the potential demand under the Mexican and South African carbon taxes, but it is unlikely to be high enough to bridge the demand gap. As of August 31, 2015, about 4 MCO\textsubscript{2}e had been voluntarily canceled, including a significant share for conversion to offsets for use under Korea’s ETS. Source: UNFCCC, CERs Cancelled to Date in the CDM Registry, accessed August 10, 2015, http://cdm.unfccc.int/Registry/vc_attest/index.html. PAF: the PAF has a capitalization target of US$100 million. The clearing price for the first auction was US$2.40/tCO\textsubscript{2}e. Assuming a similar price for future auctions, the PAF could purchase about 40 MtCO\textsubscript{2}e. Source: Pilot Auction Facility, http://www.pilotauctionfacility.org, C-Dev: C-Dev has a budget of US$95 million. Assuming a price of US$4–5/tCO\textsubscript{2}e, this would cover a purchase of 20–35 MCO\textsubscript{2}e.

\textsuperscript{46} Currently, most Chinese Certified Emission Reductions (CCERs) issued under the Chinese scheme are pre-CDM, that is, credits from registered CDM projects that were issued for emission reductions that happened before the projects were registered by the CDM Executive Board. The majority of the projects waiting to be registered are new projects that have not previously been registered as CDM projects. CDM projects can deregister and be registered as CCER projects, which represents an additional source of demand for the emission reductions generated by these projects. However, significant deregistration is only expected if the national ETS creates demand. Therefore, the impact of the CCER program on the CDM is not quantified at this stage and is expected to be limited. Source: Thomson Reuters, Fragmentation of the Credit Markets, Carbon Market Monitor, June 10, 2015.

\textsuperscript{47} Projects incur operational and regulatory costs to generate credits. Without a strong demand signal for these credits, project developers are expected to reduce or discontinue their mitigation activity in some of these projects.
In parallel, market participants continue to exit the market. Some of the experience gained and the infrastructure developed through the CDM have nevertheless benefited or been adapted by several new instruments. For example, the CDM framework is being used as the basis for the domestic Chinese CER (CCER) scheme, CDM standardized baselines are being used in Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs), and multilateral development banks are starting to issue green bonds on the basis of CDM projects.

Market and policy update (mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol and new mechanisms under the UNFCCC) The role of the CDM post-2020 remains uncertain. By the end of 2014, the CDM supported investments worth approximately US$90 billion in GHG emission reduction projects in developing countries, or approximately 13 percent of the total renewable energy investment in these countries. There is interest in ensuring the continuation of the CDM as an instrument to incentivize investments in mitigation, especially shortly after 2020, and facilitate cooperation on climate action. Market participants are investigating alternative uses of the CDM infrastructure beyond an offset mechanism, and potential integration of the CDM with new market mechanisms. However, discussions on the future of market mechanisms under the UNFCCC are likely to remain stalled while the 2015 Paris agreement, including the role of carbon markets, is being negotiated. Table 1 summarizes the state of the market, policy updates of the mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol (CDM, Joint Implementation or JI, and International Emissions Trading or IET), and new mechanisms under the UNFCCC (New Market-based Mechanism or NMM, and the Framework for Various Approaches or FVA).

---

48 For example, SGS withdrew from the validation and verification business in June 2014, Standard Bank closed its carbon desk in April 2015, and Bunge has announced it would close Climate Change Capital.
49 For example, the Climate Change Adaptation-Oriented NAMA Option for the Rice Sector in the Philippines, Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley.
51 This figure was calculated assuming an investment leverage factor of five, an average nominal CER price of US$11.77 over 2002–11 (weighted by the traded volume), and a total of 1.523 billion CERs issued between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2014. The actual value of the investment is likely to be higher as the figure above does not take into account the under-delivery of CERs that has been observed nor the projects that were executed considering the prospect of the CDM but that ended up not issuing CERs because of adverse market conditions.
### Market and policy update of mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol and new mechanisms under the UNFCCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing mechanisms</th>
<th>New Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market update</td>
<td>Policy update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CDM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The number of projects and PoAs registered in 2014 was 160, 53% lower than in 2013.</td>
<td>– Procedures for voluntary deregistration of projects were adopted in 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The number of CERs issued in 2014 was 104 MtCO₂, 61% lower than in 2013. This continues the declining trend of the CDM market, as shown in Figure 10.</td>
<td>– An online platform for voluntary cancellation of CERs will be launched on September 22, 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– In the primary CER market, a total of 60 million CERs were traded, a 70% drop with respect to 2013. Over half of these transactions were made by the governments of Norway and Sweden through their CER purchase programs.</td>
<td>– Efforts continue to streamline CDM procedures through digitalization of forms, simplification of methodologies, and simplified registration for projects that automatically qualify as additional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– 25 million primary CERs are expected to be traded in 2015.</td>
<td>– The CDM Executive Board and the UNFCCC Secretariat are actively investigating alternative uses of the CDM infrastructure beyond an offset mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol, to increase the demand for the CDM and strengthen its ability to enhance mitigation activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The average CER price on the secondary market was €0.17/tCO₂ (US$0.19) in 2014, more than 50% lower than in 2013.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Procedures for voluntary deregistration of projects were adopted in 2015.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– An online platform for voluntary cancellation of CERs will be launched on September 22, 2015.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Efforts continue to streamline CDM procedures through digitalization of forms, simplification of methodologies, and simplified registration for projects that automatically qualify as additional.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The CDM Executive Board and the UNFCCC Secretariat are actively investigating alternative uses of the CDM infrastructure beyond an offset mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol, to increase the demand for the CDM and strengthen its ability to enhance mitigation activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– No project was registered in 2014.</td>
<td>– The UNFCCC Secretariat produced a technical paper on how the JI can achieve cost savings and efficiencies, based on lessons learned from the CDM. The findings of this paper may be taken into account in future deliberations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The number of ERUs issued in 2014 was 31 MtCO₂, 83% less than in 2013. This continues the declining trend of the JI market, as shown in Figure 10.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– In 2014, no primary ERU contracts were closed and only 17.8 MtCO₂ of trading took place on the secondary market.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The ERU price fell to €0.03 (US$0.03) in December 2014.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Procedures for voluntary deregistration of projects were adopted in 2015.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– An online platform for voluntary cancellation of CERs will be launched on September 22, 2015.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Efforts continue to streamline CDM procedures through digitalization of forms, simplification of methodologies, and simplified registration for projects that automatically qualify as additional.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The CDM Executive Board and the UNFCCC Secretariat are actively investigating alternative uses of the CDM infrastructure beyond an offset mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol, to increase the demand for the CDM and strengthen its ability to enhance mitigation activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The UNFCCC Secretariat produced a technical paper on how the JI can achieve cost savings and efficiencies, based on lessons learned from the CDM. The findings of this paper may be taken into account in future deliberations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IET</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The true-up period for the first Kyoto Commitment Period (CP1) ends on November 18, 2015. Before the end of this period, countries need to retire sufficient eligible units to cover their CP1 emissions.</td>
<td>– Little progress has been made, as the Doha agreement has not been ratified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– No further decisions have been made since Doha, 2012, on the carry-over of Assigned Amount Units (AAUs) from CP1 to CP2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NMM and FVA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Not operational</td>
<td>– Progress has been limited. The role of the mechanisms in the post-2020 agreement and their technical design remain open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– No conclusion has been reached and the issues were placed on the preliminary agenda for SBSTA 43, to be held in Paris, in December 2015.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The true-up period refers to the additional period given for fulfilling commitments.

---

b Ibid.
c Ibid.
d Intercontinental Exchange ICE, Daily Future sCERs.
e UNFCCC, CDM Executive Board Eighty-Second Meeting Report, February 20, 2015.
g UNFCCC, Decision 4/CMP.10, Guidance Relating to the Clean Development Mechanism.
k Ibid.
l UNFCCC, Opportunities for Cost Savings and Efficiencies in Joint Implementation, Learning from Experience with the Clean Development Mechanism While Recognizing the Respective Mandates of the Two Mechanisms, April 21, 2015.
m UNFCCC, SIAR - True-up Period Report Procedure, October 8, 2014.
2.2.2 International carbon pricing outside of the UNFCCC

Voluntary carbon market In 2014, carbon offsets worth US$395 million were purchased, representing a volume of 87 MtCO₂e, up 13.6 percent with respect to 2013. However, the annual issuance volumes and prices of carbon offsets continue to fall, as shown in Figure 10. This trend can be attributed to the policy uncertainty and the diminishing number of new corporate offsetting programs. Yet the issuance and price decreases seen in the voluntary market are less substantial than in the CDM market.

Reducing Emissions from Deforestation, Forest Degradation, and the role of conservation, sustainable management of forests, and enhancement of forest carbon stocks (REDD+) On June 9, 2015, an agreement was reached on the outstanding items on the agenda for the UNFCCC’s REDD+ mechanism: safeguards, non-market-based approaches, and non-carbon benefits. Draft decisions on these issues have been forwarded for consideration and adoption at COP 21. If these decisions are adopted in Paris, there will be adequate guidance for implementation of REDD+, complementing the Warsaw Framework on REDD+ adopted at COP 19. Countries are making progress on establishing

---

the national REDD+ infrastructure and REDD+ projects have already been launched, primarily through financing from donor countries rather than carbon markets. For example, the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility’s (FCPF) Readiness Fund provides technical guidance and the BioCarbon Fund’s Initiative for Sustainable Forest Landscapes will purchase significant portions of verified emission reductions from successful programs. These large forest carbon operations are essential ingredients for low-carbon development in many countries.

The New York Declaration on Forests estimates emissions could potentially be reduced by 4.5–8.8 GtCO₂e per year by 2030. These numbers assume country-specific policy reforms to be successfully adopted and certain strategies aimed at reducing forest emissions to be implemented, for example, land use planning, increased transparency, and law enforcement. Many of the technical concerns about REDD+ can be addressed today, for instance, by managing risks through buffers.

**Results-Based Finance** The RBF approach provides a mitigation activity with financial support once its emission reductions have been duly verified. Some RBF programs purchase compliance emission reduction units, including CERs and ERUs, helping bridge the current lack of demand for these units. Other programs not specifically designed for compliance markets use RBF as a direct funding mechanism. Elements of the existing carbon market infrastructure, such as the CDM monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) requirements, have been incorporated into some programs, including the Carbon Initiative for Development (Ci-Dev) and the Pilot Auction Initiative for Methane and Climate Change Mitigation (PAF), which purchase CERs. Other current programs, such as the Performance Based Climate Finance Facility (PBC) in Latin America, were built from the ground up.

The PAF provides project developers with a guaranteed minimum price for reducing methane emissions through the auctioning of tradable put options. The first auction for the PAF was held on July 15, 2015, and was attended by 28 bidders from 17 countries. There were 12 winners from developing countries. The clearing price in this auction was US$2.40/tCO₂e and 8.7 MtCO₂e of put options were sold. The PAF currently has capitalization of over US$50 million through contributions from Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States, and aims to reach US$100 million. Another two or three auctions are planned over the next year and a half.

**International Aviation** The international aviation industry’s commitment to limit its emissions was affirmed by the 2013 Assembly of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), which resolved to cap net carbon emissions at 2020 levels. The ICAO has identified four pillars of climate action, which it intends to use to meet its emission reduction target: technology, operations, infrastructure, and a global market-based measure (MBM). The 2013 Assembly decided to finalize the MBM by 2016, and set into motion several actions to accomplish this task:

- Finalize work on the technical aspects, environmental and economic impacts and modalities of the possible options for a global MBM scheme, including its feasibility and practicability;
- Organize seminars and workshops on a global scale for international aviation officials and experts of member states as well as relevant organizations; and
- Identify the major issues and problems, including those expected to affect its member states, and make recommendations for a global MBM scheme to be implemented by 2020.

Further details on the development of the MBM are provided in Box 4.
By Paul Steele, Senior Vice-President, Member and External Relations & Corporate Secretary
International Air Transport Association (IATA)

The global air transport sector links economies and societies. It provides connectivity to over three billion passengers a year, supports US$2.4 trillion in global GDP, almost 60 million jobs, a third of world trade by value and half of all international tourists. It is also growing fast, particularly in emerging economies. Recognizing the need for the sector to both foster this growth and also play its part in meeting the climate change challenge, the aviation industry has set comprehensive short-, medium-, and long-term climate goals.

Coordinated by the industry-wide Air Transport Action Group, the goals are to:
1. Improve the fuel efficiency of the world fleet by an average 1.5% per annum, a goal it is already exceeding;
2. Stabilize net aviation CO₂ emissions at 2020 levels through carbon-neutral growth;
3. Halve aviation’s net CO₂ emissions by 2050, compared with a 2005 baseline.

Significant work is underway to meet the first and third goal through new technology, alternative fuels, better operational methods and improved infrastructure such as air traffic management reforms. However, the mid-term goal of capping CO₂ at 2020 levels will be achieved through a global market-based measure (MBM), currently being developed through the sector’s specialized UN agency, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

The industry itself has taken the unusual position of calling for such a measure and is actively involved in its design, arguing that a global standard scheme is favourable to a patchwork of disjointed regional or national measures that would increase compliance complexity, reduce environmental integrity and lead to market distortion. Airlines are fiercely competitive businesses, operating in an international environment. Whilst the implementation of such a measure will place a financial burden on airlines, it is fairly modest compared with the costs of fuel (around a third of airline operating costs) and the competitive impact that unaligned schemes will bring.

In order to have a global MBM in place in time for the 2020 start date (which neatly now coincides with the start of the next UNFCCC commitment period to hopefully be agreed upon at COP 21), the industry has called for a simple offsetting scheme as the best option to fulfil its criteria.

The ICAO Assembly (a meeting of 191 government representatives) in 2013 supported the development of such a global MBM, to be presented at the next ICAO Assembly in September 2016. In the three intervening years, both political and technical design elements are being debated, analyzed and discussed by representatives of governments, industry and civil society. Political questions include how to take account of the need to reflect maturity of developed and developing markets, whilst maintaining a level playing field for airlines. Technical discussions have centered on the eligibility criteria of offsets (does the scheme use CDM, VCS, REDD+, etc?); and the MRV requirements for such a scheme.

Progress is extremely encouraging and the industry is putting all of its efforts into achieving a final agreement in September next year. This is not a process without challenges, but it is also the first time such a global mechanism for an individual sector has ever been attempted.

For further information about aviation’s climate action, see www.enviro.aero.
2.3 REGIONAL, NATIONAL, AND SUBNATIONAL CARBON PRICING INSTRUMENTS

Carbon pricing has been implemented or is scheduled for implementation in 39 national and 23 subnational jurisdictions. Together, these carbon pricing instruments cover some 7 GtCO₂e, or about 12 percent of annual global GHG emissions. ETSs cover 8 percent of annual global GHG emissions, while a further 4 percent are covered by carbon taxes. As highlighted in Figure 11, the sectoral coverage of carbon pricing instruments varies per jurisdiction, but typically includes the power and industry sectors.

Further details on the key developments in carbon pricing over 2014–15 are presented by jurisdiction below, in alphabetical order. This convention will be used throughout this section. It should be noted that this section is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather a summary of the most recent developments in the instruments implemented and currently being designed or proposed.

Canada and the United States In the absence of national carbon pricing instruments in Canada and the United States, ETSs are continuing to develop and mature in California, Québec, the RGGI states, and other states and provinces. The California and Québec Cap-and-Trade programs officially linked up in January 2014, and the first shared auction took place in November 2014. The scope of both programs was enlarged in 2015 to include transport fuels. This extended the coverage to 85 percent of California and Québec’s total GHG emissions. Continuation of the California Cap-and-Trade Program post-2020 is currently in the legislative process. This follows California’s announcement of a 2030 target to reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent with respect to the 1990 emission level, a target that has been incorporated into a bill for consideration in the legislature.

Since reaching the 2014 US$4/short ton of CO₂ (US$4.4/tCO₂) trigger price for RGGI’s cost containment reserve (CCR) at the first auction held in 2014, the auction clearing price has steadily increased. At the most recent auction, held in March 2015, the auction clearing price reached US$5.5/short ton of CO₂ (US$6.1/tCO₂) below the 2015 CCR trigger price of US$6/short ton of CO₂ (US$6.6/tCO₂). A comprehensive review of RGGI is expected no later than 2016; it will consider potential additional reductions to the cap post-2020 and other program design elements.

64 These numbers are revised on a regular basis to reflect updated figures on GHG emissions in each jurisdiction, changes in the design and coverage of existing carbon pricing instruments, the inclusion of new instruments, and the availability of new data. Thus, these figures and the ones from previous reports are not necessarily comparable.
65 It should be noted that 100 percent coverage of GHG emissions by carbon pricing instruments is neither desirable nor realistic.
66 This report covers the period from January 1, 2014 to August 31, 2015.
Figure 11  Carbon pricing instruments implemented or scheduled for implementation, with sectoral coverage and GHG emissions covered

Note: The size of the circles reflects the volume of GHG emissions in each jurisdiction. Symbols show the sectors and/or fuels covered under the respective carbon pricing instruments. The largest circle (EU) is equivalent to 4.8 GtCO₂e and the smallest circle (Switzerland) to 0.05 GtCO₂e.

* Also includes Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein. Carbon tax emissions are the emissions covered under various national carbon taxes; the scope varies per tax.

** ETS emissions are the emissions covered under the Tokyo CaT and Saitama ETS. No coverage information was available for the Kyoto ETS. The scope shown is for the Japan carbon tax and the ETS scope is more limited.
In addition, another two U.S. states are actively considering the implementation of an ETS: Washington and Oregon. After the Washington State legislature failed to pass the ETS bill on June 28, 2015,72 Governor Inslee announced on July 28, 2015 that his government would implement a regulatory cap on GHG emissions, which may allow emitters to trade among themselves.73 Oregon is currently debating bills in both the House and Senate. One pair of bills (SB965 and HB3250) would introduce a cap-and-dividend program to reduce GHG emissions.74 This program would essentially operate like an ETS, except that the auction revenue would be distributed to tax payers in the form of a “dividend.” Another bill (HB3470) sets a cap on Oregon’s GHG emissions and mandates the implementation of an ETS.75

On April 13, 2015, the Canadian province of Ontario announced its intention to implement an ETS linked to California and Québec’s Cap-and-Trade programs.76 Ontario also signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Québec to collaborate on market mechanisms and harmonize GHG emission reporting. Alberta amended the Specified Gas Emitters Regulation, in June 2015, to extend the scheme through 2017.77 Under the previous rules, facilities with annual emissions of 0.1 MtCO₂e or more were required to reduce their emissions intensity by 12 percent with respect to the average emissions intensity in 2003–05. Under the amended rules, the required emissions intensity reduction will be raised to 15 percent on January 1, 2016, and to 20 percent on January 1, 2017.78 Also, facilities that choose to meet their compliance by contributing to the Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund will face higher costs. The current carbon price of CAN$15/tCO₂e (US$11/tCO₂e) will increase to CAN$20/tCO₂e (US$15/tCO₂e) on January 1, 2016, and to CAN$30/tCO₂e (US$23/tCO₂e) on January 1, 2017. British Columbia’s carbon tax remains at the 2012 level of CAN$30/tCO₂e (US$23/tCO₂e).

The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (US EPA)—through its Clean Power Plan, finalized on August 3, 2015—has set an emission Plan reduction target of 32 percent of 2005 levels by 2030 for the country’s power sector.79 This represents a 7 percent increase in the targeted emission reductions with respect to the draft regulation released in 2014. The Clean Power Plan reduces power sector emissions through a range of measures. States have the flexibility to choose their own compliance mechanisms, including emissions trading, efficiency measures, and increased deployment of renewable energy. This will enable California and the RGGI states to use their existing ETSs to meet their emissions target. The Clean Power Plan has received overall support from officials representing the California Cap-and-Trade Program and RGGI.80

The United States has also been active internationally, signing a bilateral agreement with China on emission reduction targets on November 12, 2014.81 In this agreement, the US and China announced their respective post-2020 emission reduction targets, which are reiterated in their INDCs (see section 2.2.1 for more details).

Chile In September 2014, the Chilean Parliament approved the implementation of a national carbon tax. The tax will put a price on emissions from 2017 onward.82 The tax applies to all stationary sources with

---

74 State of Oregon, Relating to Climate Protection; Prescribing an Effective Date, SB 965, 2015; State of Oregon, Relating to Climate Protection; Prescribing an Effective Date, HB 3250, 2015.
82 Tax payments for the 2017 calendar year will be due in April 2018.
a thermal input capacity greater than 50 megawatts (MW). The value of this tax is denominated in U.S. dollars. The level of this tax is the local currency equivalent of US$5/tCO₂e, which means that tax liabilities in the local currency will depend on the prevailing exchange rate on the day of payment.

China The seven pilot ETNs combined form the largest national carbon pricing initiative in the world in terms of volume, putting a cap on 1.3 GtCO₂e. Since the start of the pilot ETNs in Beijing, Guangdong, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Tianjin in 2013, and in Chongqing and Hubei in 2014, the designs of some of these systems have been rapidly evolving — their scope has been expanding and their stringency has been increasing. For example, Shenzhen is planning to expand its ETNs to include transport.

Guanong is considering including more industrial sectors, buildings, and transport; and Hubei is adding 49 new companies to its pilot ETNs. In addition, Chongqing has reduced its cap at a greater rate than anticipated, lowering the number of allowances freely allocated by 7 percent with respect to the 2013 level. For the compliance year 2014, which ended in June or July 2015 (depending on the jurisdiction), 24.7 million allowances were traded in all systems combined. In Beijing, Guangdong, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Tianjin, between 99 and 100 percent of the companies met their compliance obligations, while 70 percent of the participants in Chongqing, and 80 percent of the participants in Hubei met the first compliance in June 2015. The amount of Chinese offsets has also been growing, bringing the total number of offsets issued to about 25 million by the end of July 2015. Most Chinese offsets are location-specific and restricted to the compliance market of the region in which the offset project is located.

Over the past year, China has focused on extending emissions trading beyond the seven pilot regions. Guangdong and Shenzhen are exploring a more coordinated approach to their respective ETNs, while Beijing is exploring an inter-regional ETS with Chengde city in Hebei province. Furthermore, Shanghai is considering regional cooperation with Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Shandong, and the Fujian provinces to exchange information and discuss ETS design and operation. In addition, Gansu, Qingdao, Hangzhou, and Anhui are investigating the implementation of their own ETNs. Finally, Beijing, Tianjin, and the Hubei provinces have signed an agreement to cooperate on GHG mitigation activities.

On June 15, 2015, Taiwan adopted the Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Management Act. This law sets an emission reduction target of 50 percent below 2005 levels by 2050 and indicates that one of the major means to achieve this target will be an ETS. However, the schedule for launching the ETS is unclear.

84 Ministry of Finance, Chile, 2014, Tax reform to amend the system of income taxation and introduce various adjustments in the tax system, http://www.leychile.cl/Navegar?idNorma=1067194.
85 Authors’ calculation, based on cap for 2015 or the latest year for which information is available.
At the national level, China has committed to reach its peak in GHG emissions around 2030, with best efforts to peak earlier. In addition, details are gradually being revealed on a nationwide ETS, which may be launched by the end of 2016 and fully implemented in 2019. The general rules of the national ETS were published by the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) in December 2014. The national ETS should cover power generation, metallurgy and non-ferrous metals, building materials, chemicals, and aviation. The importance of the national ETS for China to achieve its GHG emission objective is highlighted by the ETS’s inclusion in China’s INDC. The latter also includes its post-2020 emission reduction target, announced on November 12, 2014 after a bilateral agreement with the United States had been reached on emission reduction targets. China also continues to seek cooperation with the EU on carbon markets, as specified in the EU-China Joint Statement on Climate Change, through, among others, its capacity-building activities in preparation for the national ETS.

EU In the course of 2014, the price of allowances in the EU ETS has increased from less than €5/tCO₂ (US$5/tCO₂) to just below €7/tCO₂ (US$8.4/tCO₂). The average price in 2014 was €6/tCO₂ (US$7/tCO₂), with a total trading volume of 6.1 billion allowances. As of August 1, 2015, the EU allowance price stands slightly below €8/tCO₂ (US$9.4/tCO₂).

In February 2014, the European Union decided to temporarily postpone the auctioning of 900 million EU allowances from the period 2014–16 to the period 2019–20, a process known as backloading. Following this change, the focus of the EU ETS structural reform shifted to the need for greater price stability and predictability through flexibility of allowance supply in the EU ETS. The proposed MSR is designed to achieve this goal by removing allowances from the market if supply is much higher than demand, and injecting allowances into the market if the market is undersupplied. At the May 5, 2015 “trilogue” meeting of the European Parliament, European Council, and European Commission, consensus was reached on a 2019 start date for the MSR. The agreement further specifies that the 900 million back-loaded EU allowances will be placed in the MSR, instead of returned to the market in 2019–20. The MSR proposal also includes provisions for the fate of the so-called “unallocated” allowances – leftover allowances available at the end of EU ETS Phase III in 2020 that were intended for new and expanding installations, and allowances that were returned by installations after (partially) shutting down. Barring special measures, these allowances would come onto the market in 2020, thereby undermining the operation of the MSR. The European Parliament approved the MSR on July 8, 2015. Formal adoption of the MSR is expected in September 2015, following approval by the European Council. The other significant change to the EU ETS was the approval of a new carbon leakage list for the period 2015–19 on October 27, 2014.

The EU has committed to reducing emissions by at least 40 percent with respect to the 1990 baseline level by 2030 through domestic actions. The EU ETS will be the main instrument to achieve this mitigation target, corresponding to a 43 percent emission reductions by 2030 compared with 2005 emissions in the sectors covered by the EU ETS. The above target will help ensure that the EU is on a cost-effective track toward meeting its objective of cutting emissions by at least 43 percent with respect to the 1990 baseline level by 2030 through domestic actions.

---

99 Department of Climate Change, National Development and Reform Commission of China, Enhanced Actions on Climate Change: China’s Intended Nationally Determined Contributions, 2015.
103 China, Intended Nationally Determined Contribution, 2015.
109 European Union, Intended Nationally Determined Contribution of the EU and Its Member States, March 6, 2015.
80 percent by 2050. On July 15, 2015, the European Commission put forward a proposal for a revised EU ETS for the period after 2020.\textsuperscript{111} The key proposed changes are increasing the annual cap reduction from 1.74 to 2.2 percent, adopting better targeted rules for the free allocation of allowances (to guard against carbon leakage risks), and establishing funds using allowances to finance low-carbon innovation in industry and modernization of the energy sector in the lower-income member states. The proposal does not include any provisions for the use of international offsets after 2020.

**France** France's carbon tax came into effect on April 1, 2014, putting a carbon tax of €7/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e} (US$8/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e}) on the use of fossil fuels not covered by the EU ETS. The carbon tax rate increased to €14.5/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e} (US$16/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e}) in 2015 and will rise to €22/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e} (US$24/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e}) in 2016. On July 22, 2015, France formally adopted its Law on the Energy Transition to Green Growth. This law sets a trajectory for the country's carbon tax rate to rise to €56/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e} (US$61/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e}) in 2020, and €100/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e} (US$110/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e}) in 2030.\textsuperscript{112} This augmentation in the carbon tax rate will be revenue-neutral, as other taxes will be lowered.\textsuperscript{113} The aforementioned law also sets the objective to reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent with respect to 1990 levels by 2030, consistent with the EU target.

**Kazakhstan** Full enforcement (of regulations) and trading in the Kazakhstan ETS started in 2014. Total trade volume over 2014 was low, with only 35 transactions, totaling 1.3 Mt\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}e}. The average price of allowances in 2014 was KZT406 (US$2).\textsuperscript{114} Although the pilot phase was completed in 2013, the Kazakhstan ETS is still facing challenges with the MRV of GHG emissions, in particular regarding the verification process. The Kazakh government is looking to develop clearer guidance, formats, and templates for monitoring.\textsuperscript{115}

Other elements of work on the ETS are efforts to improve electronic reporting, develop and support the ETS registry, implement benchmarking rather than grandfathering as the free allocation methodology, and explore the potential to link with other existing carbon markets.

**Mexico** In February 2014, the Mexican Ministry of Energy announced the possible development of an ETS in the energy sector. This would complement Mexico's tax on fossil fuel sales, excluding natural gas, which went into effect on January 1, 2014.

**New Zealand** As of June 1, 2015, Kyoto credits, with the exception of New Zealand-originated Assigned Amount Units (NZ-AAUs), are no longer allowed for compliance under the NZ ETS. As of that date, only domestic units, New Zealand Units (NZUs), and NZ-AAUs can be used to meet compliance obligations.\textsuperscript{116} This decision was motivated by changes in international rules and the oversupply of Kyoto markets. New Zealand will reassess this decision once international market conditions are better suited to its domestic circumstances. A comprehensive review of the NZ ETS is scheduled in the second half of 2015. The exact scope, objective, process, and timing of the review are yet to be decided. However, the review will look to set a long-term direction for the NZ ETS so that it is fit for purpose and can evolve to assist in meeting New Zealand's post-2020 commitments.

**Norway** In May 2015, the Norwegian government proposed several changes to the carbon tax rates, which entered into force on July 1, 2015.\textsuperscript{117} These changes include an increase in the tax rate for natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)—from NOK337/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}} (US$41/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}}) to NOK412/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}} (US$50/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}}) and NOK410/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}} (US$50/t\textsubscript{CO\textsubscript{2}}) respectively—bringing it in line with the tax rate for petrol. The higher carbon

**Notes:**
\textsuperscript{112} French Senate, Bill on the Energy Transition to Green Growth, July 24, 2015, http://www.senat.fr/espace_presse/actualites/201406/engager_la_france_dans_la_transition_energetique.html.
\textsuperscript{114} Caspy Commodity Exchange, Stock Trading in Quotas Are on the Increase, September 8, 2014, http://comex.kz/ru/press/news/42-%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5.%D0%B3%D0%B0-%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%B0-%D0%B3%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%88%D0%B5.&
tax has been linked to the delay in implementing a road tax on natural gas and LPG, which was intended to stimulate the use of biogas. The government has also exempted the share of hydrogen gas in natural gas and LPG from the carbon tax.

**Portugal** A carbon tax of €5/tCO₂e (US$5/tCO₂e) was approved in November 2014, as part of a wider package on green tax reform. The carbon tax entered into force on January 1, 2015. It applies to all energy products used in non-EU ETS sectors and covers approximately a quarter of the country’s GHG emissions. The tax rate will be determined annually, based on the average EU allowance auction clearing price in the preceding years. The 2015 tax rate of €5/tCO₂e (US$5/tCO₂e) is expected to yield approximately €95 million (US$104 million) in revenue. The full green tax reform package aims to be fiscally neutral and the revenues from the carbon tax and other taxes will be redistributed in the form of income tax relief to lower-income families.

**Republic of Korea** The Republic of Korea’s ETS entered into force on January 1, 2015, and covers 23 subsectors, including steel, cement, petro-chemicals, refinery, power, buildings, waste, and aviation. In the first phase (2015–17), the affected installations will receive a free allocation of 100 percent based on their average 2011–13 GHG emissions and the national GHG reduction target. No auctioning is foreseen in the first phase. There is a perception that the Korean market is undersupplied, resulting in Korean companies being reluctant to sell their allowances. The latest trading was reported on January 16, 2015.118 Companies can also use Korean offsets, including Korean CERs,119 for up to 10 percent of their compliance obligation. Given that the price of CERs is much lower than that of Korean Allowance Units (KRW10,300 or about US$9), some demand for CERs issued for projects in the Republic of Korea is to be expected.120 As of early July 2015, around 780,000 Korean offsets had been traded on the Korean exchange.121

**Switzerland** In Switzerland, the first auction of allowances under its ETS was held in May 2014. As of August 1, 2015, four auctions had taken place, showing a wide price range for emission allowances—ranging from CHF40/tCO₂e (US$42/tCO₂e) at the first auction of May 2014 to CHF12/tCO₂e (US$12/tCO₂e) at the auction held in February 2015. Switzerland and the EU continued negotiations on linking through a seventh round of talks, which took place in March 2015.124

Switzerland’s carbon tax on thermal fuels (that is, excluding fossil motor fuels) will be raised from the current rate of CHF60/tCO₂e (US$62/tCO₂e) to CHF84/tCO₂e (US$87/tCO₂e) on January 1, 2016.125 This increase follows a 2015 review of Switzerland’s GHG emissions trajectory, which found that the current emission level lies above the targeted level. The next review of the tax rate will be based on emissions from 2016, and tax rates may have to be adjusted again as of 2018, depending on the evolution of Switzerland’s GHG emissions trajectory. The maximum level of the tax rate is 120 CHF/tCO₂e (US$125/tCO₂e).

Selected changes in the instruments are summarized in Box 5.

---

119 CERs need to be canceled first before they can be converted to Korean offsets.
123 Ibid.
Box 5  Summary of selected changes in regional, national, and subnational carbon pricing instruments

**Instruments implemented in 2014:** Hubei and Chongqing (ETS), Mexico and France (tax)

**Instruments implemented in 2015:** Korea (ETS), Portugal (tax)

**New instrument scheduled for implementation:** Chile (tax), as of 2017

**ETS under consideration or development:** Washington and Oregon (US); Ontario (Canada); Mexico; Taiwan and nationally (China)

**Scope expansion:**
2014/2015: California and Québec included transport fuels, Hubei added new companies

**Future developments:** Shenzhen plans to include transport, Guangdong is considering the inclusion of additional sectors

**Price rate changes (tax only):**
2014/2015: Norway’s carbon tax rate for natural gas and LPG increased in 2015, from NOK337/tCO₂ (US$41/tCO₂) to NOK412/tCO₂ (US$50/tCO₂) and NOK410/tCO₂ (US$50/tCO₂), respectively; France’s carbon tax rate increased from €7/tCO₂e (US$8/tCO₂e) in 2014 to €14.5/tCO₂e (US$16/tCO₂e) in 2015

**Future developments:** France’s carbon tax rate to be raised to €56/tCO₂ (US$61/tCO₂) as of 2020 and to €100/tCO₂ (US$110/tCO₂) by 2030; Sweden’s carbon tax rebates to be removed for non-ETS, agriculture, and forestry as of 2016; Switzerland’s carbon tax to increase to CHF84/tCO₂e (US$87/tCO₂e) from 2016

**Price/market stabilization mechanisms (ETS only):**
2014/2015: RGGI’s cost containment reserve triggered in 2014

**Future developments:** EU ETS to implement a market stability reserve as of 2019

**Offsets:**
2014/2015: New Zealand’s ETS restricted use of offsets to domestically generated offsets only; growth in offsets for use in Chinese ETS pilots and the Republic of Korea’s ETS

**Future developments:** The European Commission’s proposal of July 15, 2015 foresees no use of international offsets in the EU ETS for the revised EU ETS after 2020

**Linking:**
2014/2015: California and Québec Cap-and-Trade Programs linked up in 2014

**Future developments:** Ontario intends to join the California and Québec Cap-and-Trade Programs, Beijing is exploring linking with Chengde city, Shanghai is seeking regional cooperation on ETS

**Instruments under review:**
2014/2015: EU ETS started review for post-2020

2.4 CORPORATE CARBON PRICING

Carbon pricing is spreading beyond the domain of government policy and becoming an increasingly common tool in business decision making. Private sector firms are adopting internal carbon prices, even in jurisdictions without legislated carbon pricing. Internal carbon pricing can be implemented in various forms: some companies incorporate it into the business case for investment, while other companies use it to transfer the costs of emissions offsetting to individual business units.

Globally, at least 150 companies use an internal carbon price, as reported by the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), with disclosed prices ranging from US$6 to US$89/tCO$_2$e$^{126}$ (Figure 12). These companies represent diverse sectors of the economy, including the consumer goods, energy, finance, industry, manufacturing, and utilities sectors.

For many businesses, using an internal carbon price is part of a risk management strategy to evaluate the current or potential impact of a carbon price obligation on their operations. Furthermore, it is used as a means to identify and value cost savings and revenue opportunities in low-carbon investments. Corporate carbon pricing can also help companies demonstrate their support for effective carbon pricing policies. Governments designing a carbon pricing instrument can benefit from the lessons learned through corporate carbon pricing initiatives such

Figure 12 Price range of the average internal carbon price, as disclosed by companies to CDP
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$^{126}$ CDP, Global Corporate Use of Carbon Pricing: Disclosures to Investors, 2014.
as the Business for Climate Platform (EPC-ETS), which operated an ETS simulation with the engagement of 20 of the largest Brazilian companies. Further details on corporate carbon pricing in practice are provided in Box 6.

In the lead-up to COP 21, seven oil and gas companies\textsuperscript{127} have called on governments and the UNFCCC to introduce carbon pricing instruments in jurisdictions where they do not yet exist and to create an international framework that could eventually link domestic instruments.\textsuperscript{128} This initiative adds weight to the growing number of private sector representatives who have signaled their support for carbon pricing. At the 2014 New York Climate Summit, over 1,000 companies and investors voiced their support for carbon pricing policies in a public statement.\textsuperscript{129}

Companies at the forefront are aligning with the UN Caring for Climate Business Leadership Criteria on Carbon Pricing.\textsuperscript{133} They are working to: (1) value carbon internally; (2) advocate for carbon pricing policies externally; and (3) report publicly on these activities.\textsuperscript{134}

The Storting,\textsuperscript{132} the Norwegian Parliament, has made the unanimous decision to pull the Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG) out of coal as of January 1, 2016.\textsuperscript{132} Long-term investors are also beginning to realize that climate change can undermine the financial returns of their portfolio and have started rethinking their investment strategies and practices. A recent study confirms that climate change will inevitably affect returns and that prudent investors could realize net gains by positioning across and within sectors and asset classes.\textsuperscript{130} Leading financial institutions are responding to climate risk by allocating capital and steering financial flows toward low-carbon and “climate-safe” activities. For example, the Swedish pension fund AP4 is decarbonizing its equity portfolio by tilting it toward more carbon-efficient companies.\textsuperscript{131} Also, the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global will cease investing in coal companies as of January 1, 2016.\textsuperscript{132}

**Box 6** Highlights from Caring for Climate survey on carbon pricing

---


\textsuperscript{129} World Bank, We Support Putting a Price on Carbon, 2014.

\textsuperscript{130} Mercer, Investing in a Time of Climate Change, 2015.

\textsuperscript{131} Global Investor Coalition, with support from UNEP-FI and the World Bank Group, Financial Institutions Taking Action on Climate Change, 2014.


\textsuperscript{133} Caring for Climate is a joint initiative of the UN Global Compact, UN Environment Programme, and UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. The Business Leadership Criteria form one of the workstreams of the Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition, led by the World Bank Group. Partners on the Leadership Criteria include: WRI, CDP, The Climate Group, Principles for Responsible Investment, and UN Foundation.

\textsuperscript{134} For the full criteria, see: www.caringforclimate.org/carbonpricing.

\textsuperscript{135} The input received is informing the Executive Guide to Carbon Pricing Leadership, to be released in draft form in September 2015 and launched at COP 21 in December 2015. For more information, visit www.caringforclimate.org/carbonpricing.
The effort yielded results that are consistent with general expectations. Companies from sectors or regions that are already subject to carbon pricing policies were largely ahead of others in terms of internal awareness and support at senior levels. Building internal capacity and engagement ranked among the most common benefits cited by companies that are pricing carbon internally (see the table below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most common benefits of carbon pricing</th>
<th>Most common challenges of carbon pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Helps translate carbon into business-relevant terms and engage internally</td>
<td>Lack of common method or guidance to set a carbon price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Increases support and investment for energy efficiency projects</td>
<td>Lack of clarity and long-term certainty in countries’ climate policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Helps company achieve ambitious GHG reduction targets</td>
<td>Prices (internally or externally) too low to shift investment decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, some 40 percent of the companies that responded to the survey noted they had no plans and no interest in creating internal carbon pricing programmes. Most of these companies expressed one of two reasons for not pursuing carbon pricing: (1) they did not see carbon pricing as material or practical for their company/industry (i.e., not from regulated or energy-intensive sectors); or (2) they could not identify a clear methodology to create an internal carbon pricing programme. Nonetheless, more than half of these companies still noted a desire to see an external carbon price and are actively engaging governments to advance such policies.

Those companies that have successfully established internal carbon pricing programmes tend to take a simple, straightforward approach. They adapt carbon pricing to fit their own internal investment needs, market interests, and outlooks (rather than trying to create complex formulas for predicting market prices and policy changes). Most companies do one or more of the following:
- Treat carbon pricing like any other effort to evaluate and account for financial risks, costs, and market opportunities.
- Establish a modest carbon price as a means of creating internal awareness, funds, and incentives to support GHG reduction goals.
- Build internal expertise on the topic and find influential channels (e.g., trade groups, leadership coalitions) to share their views and experiences.

In each case reviewed by C4C and WRI, champion companies are not waiting or trying to make guesses about the future. Instead they are accepting that eventually carbon costs will be reflected in market prices and taking prudent steps to ensure their business is “market-ready”.

*Based on insights in the draft Executive Guide to Carbon Pricing Leadership. For more information, visit www.caringforclimate.org/carbonpricing.*
section 3

Competitiveness and carbon leakage
Carbon prices are intended to have an efficient and fair impact on the relative competitiveness of firms. They are expected to favor innovative, clean firms, and facilitate the exit or upgrade of the least efficient firms in emissions-intensive industries, thereby improving the overall efficiency of the economy. Carbon prices are particularly effective at achieving such an intended and efficient outcome if they are broadly similar across jurisdictions.

However, as demonstrated in this report, current efforts to put a price on GHG emissions around the world remain fragmented. Both the coverage and carbon price vary significantly between jurisdictions. In such an asymmetric world, countries are legitimately concerned that their ambitious climate action may undermine the international competitiveness of some domestic sectors, which may lose market share and profit margins to competitors who do not face similar emission costs abroad. A phenomenon known as carbon leakage occurs if such differences in emission costs lead to the relocation of carbon-intensive activities and related emissions from jurisdictions with stringent climate policies (including a high price on carbon) to jurisdictions with less stringent climate policies (low or no price on carbon), resulting in higher emissions at the latter jurisdictions.136 In this way, climate policy in one country would favor inefficient, carbon-intensive firms abroad.

So far, carbon or a broader emissions leakage has not materialized on any significant scale, at least not in the more advanced industrialized countries. However, as long as climate policies and carbon prices significantly differ between jurisdictions, the risk of carbon leakage seems real. This risk is nevertheless localized in a few exposed economic activities (not the whole economy) and can be effectively managed through policy design, as discussed in this section.

The risk of carbon leakage declines as more countries take concrete action on climate change. International cooperation and coordination of climate policies is an ultimate remedy for the risk of leakage. It would help redress asymmetry in carbon pricing signals, thereby eliminating the need for protection of firms, although more research may be needed to understand the impact of similar carbon prices on firms in countries with very different income levels.

This section unpacks the concerns over carbon leakage and reviews how they can best be addressed, drawing on experience and literature.

136 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change defines emissions leakage as “the increase in CO₂ emissions outside the countries taking domestic mitigation action divided by the reduction in the emissions of these countries.” Source: IPCC, 2007, Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007, Climate Change 2007: Working Group III: Mitigation of Climate Change, section 11.7.2.
3.1 ANALYZING CARBON PRICING’S IMPACT ON COMPETITIVENESS

Legitimate concerns over carbon pricing’s potential impact on competitiveness arise when a different price is charged (or expectations about future prices differ) for firms’ or sectors’ GHG emissions in different jurisdictions, possibly causing emissions leakage. Holding all other things constant, if firms in one jurisdiction face a new cost that their competitors in another jurisdiction do not face, they will fear either a loss of market share or a reduction in profit margin, or both. If it leads to relocation of emissions-intensive production and associated emissions to a jurisdiction where emissions costs are lower, emissions leakage occurs.

In reality, things are not that simple. Making firms pay for emissions does increase their costs, but this does not necessarily affect their competitiveness. In many sectors, companies do not compete mainly on costs, but rather on overall efficiency in converting complex input costs (energy, material, labor, land, knowledge) into high-value products and services. This is especially true in the more advanced markets where the product and consumer preferences are of a highly dynamic nature and very sophisticated. An increase in energy or labor costs often goes hand in hand with increased profits and productivity.

However, for sectors producing relatively homogenous products—such as commodities, steel, cement, and electricity—cost competition is crucial. Such firms find it difficult to gain market share by differentiating their end products from those of their competitors. They must increase market share and profit margins mainly through production-side innovation and cost reduction. Often, production of these relatively homogenous goods is also emissions-intensive and carbon pricing could have a significant impact on companies’ production costs, leading to loss of their international competitiveness and, as a consequence, emissions leakage. In lower-income countries, an increase in production costs may have challenging social and distributional consequences also for domestic consumers, which would need to be managed with a range of policies and institutions. The social and income distribution impacts are not the main focus of this section but may deserve special attention in future editions of the State and Trends of Carbon Pricing report.

The cost impact of carbon pricing must be seen in the context of other business costs and risks, even in the case of homogenous products. Production and investment decisions are influenced by a wide range of factors, such as proximity to product markets and low-cost inputs, construction costs of new facilities, transport costs of reaching key markets, exchange rate fluctuations, labor costs, and overall business risks, as might be captured in a firm’s cost of capital. Factors, such as other taxes, the quality of institutions and infrastructure, are often far more significant in a company’s decisions than a carbon price. Besides, explicit carbon prices (carbon taxes and ETSs) are not the only instruments that make emissions-intensive firms internalize their emission costs. Firms are also affected by implicit and indirect carbon prices embedded in other policy instruments, such as energy taxes, emission standards, or support systems for renewable energy and energy efficiency. These implicit and indirect carbon prices should also be considered when comparing carbon prices across firms and jurisdictions.

The traditional notion of cost competitiveness is of little relevance at the national level. Countries do not compete with one another like firms do. Most

---

139 Productivity is understood to be the value of output per unit of production inputs.
economists argue that “the only meaningful concept of competitiveness at the national level is productivity.”

In a similar vein, the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report defines national competitiveness as “the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the level of productivity of a country.” The competitive economies worldwide are usually not the economies that have the lowest labor or energy costs, but those that are able to generate the highest value from the total portfolio of its resources, skills, and other assets, and increase the sustainable prosperity of its population, as demonstrated by high-income countries.

3.2 POSITIVE CARBON PRICING IMPACTS ON COMPETITIVENESS

It needs to be stressed at the outset that putting a price on GHG emissions is meant to change the relative competitive position of firms. Carbon pricing is supposed to increase the financial costs of emissions-intensive activities, as they inflict climate change damages on society, and promote low-emission activities that do not contribute to climate change. This result is an economically efficient and socially fair impact on the relative competitiveness of firms, which makes them face the truer economic cost of production. It levels the playing field between the emissions-intensive and relatively “clean” firms. The expected macroeconomic result is a shift in the structure of the economy toward low-carbon activities.

Even fragmented carbon pricing may sometimes support the competitiveness of certain firms and productivity of the economy. The so-called Porter hypothesis suggests that properly designed environmental policies may—under certain conditions—enhance the competitiveness of firms by inducing technology innovation and increasing productivity, thereby partly or fully offsetting the additional cost of compliance. This hypothesis has been widely tested since it was first formulated 20 years ago, at least for high-income OECD countries. Generally, there is clear and well-established empirical evidence for the “weak” version of the Porter hypothesis, that is, that environmental regulations indeed stimulated innovations and had no significant adverse impact on competitiveness. The evidence seems to be less conclusive for the “strong” version of the hypothesis, namely, that this innovation led to cost savings, which more than compensated for the additional costs of compliance, and enhanced business performance. Environmental policies were found costless only under rare conditions of significant prior market barriers and where policy was designed as very efficient and market friendly. Certain studies even found some negative impact of stringent environmental policy on productivity and exports. However, this impact was small, and only affected a few sectors when the policy targeted production-related emissions. Tightening environmental standards did not seem to reduce international competitiveness when pollution was generated by consumption. And where depletion of natural capital was at stake, effective environmental policy was found to contribute to developing long-run international competitiveness. Interestingly, the more recent studies tend to provide clearer empirical support for the “strong” hypothesis that environmental regulations improve business performance, although the impact may differ by sector.

148 Alex Bowen, The Case for Carbon Pricing (Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment and Centre for Climate Change Economics and Policy, December 2011).
However, it is important to note that the empirical evidence is based mainly on studies in the advanced industrialized countries, which have relatively few barriers to information and innovation. A recent OECD review also found that the tightening of environmental policies led to improvements in production efficiency, but mainly in already technologically advanced industries and firms, while less productive firms saw their productivity fall even further. This finding may have an important implication for extending carbon pricing to less developed countries where firms, particularly domestic firms in energy and labor-intensive sectors, are often less technologically advanced and not as productive as their foreign competitors; moreover, it is precisely these firms that account for a major share of the jobs and incomes of low-income households. Symmetric carbon pricing may have asymmetric impact across countries at different income levels. Some emerging research indicates that the longer-term effects on productivity and export can be positive, even in developing countries. However, more research is needed to better understand the impact of climate policies on the performance of firms in developing countries, especially of those traditionally dependent on fossil fuels.

Another consistent finding is that market-based mechanisms (such as carbon pricing) tend to have a more robust positive effect on productivity than their less flexible alternatives. Firms also tend to prefer flexible economic instruments of environmental policy over command-and-control alternatives because the former offer companies greater flexibility regarding the means and timing of reducing emissions. They also provide firms with dynamic incentives for innovation and efficiency improvements, although some environmental performance standards can also be designed to foster such dynamic efficiency, for example, the EU’s Industrial Emissions Directive or the United States’ Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) vehicle standards.

There is growing evidence that environmental regulations do promote innovation in green technologies. Even more important, green innovation appears to entail stronger growth benefits than traditional innovation in fossil fuel sectors. Clean technology research and development has economic benefits that spill over to the rest of the economy through diffusion of new knowledge, in a way that is comparable to the spinoff of “frontier” technologies such as robotics, IT, and nanotechnologies. Fossil-based technologies tend to find narrower, more traditional applications in mature, slower growing sectors.

As the aforementioned OECD review of existing evidence demonstrated, a large part of the economy-wide productivity gains from environmental policies stem from the exit of the least productive firms from the market. This is akin to other market transformations, which cause both losses and gains in different industries, even without climate policies, releasing workforce, land, and physical assets for a more productive use in other sectors.

For sectors and regions that have been affected by firms’ exits, the government may assist in shutting down the least efficient facilities and in retraining and reemploying workers in other, growing, sustainable sectors. Social protection provides additional safety nets.
for those who find it difficult to transition to a new job. Public assistance can also facilitate skills development through national education systems. For example, Chile introduced its carbon tax with the explicit aim of providing additional resources to improve its education system. Countries and regions where many people rely on emissions-intensive industries for jobs and where incomes are lower and institutions weaker will be more vulnerable to an increase in carbon prices. This vulnerability can be reduced, for instance, by supporting innovation and energy efficiency improvements in the industrial sector (for example by providing access to information about new technologies and access to finance for SMEs). This enhances workforce capability to pursue new, “cleaner” business opportunities. Technology and resource transfers and institutional strengthening will be crucial to manage structural transformations in less advanced low-income countries.

3.3 ADVERSE IMPACT OF CARBON PRICES ON COMPETITIVENESS; CARBON LEAKAGE

The likelihood of a positive impact of carbon pricing on firms’ productivity and their competitiveness is seriously challenged when asymmetric climate policies significantly differentiate price signals between jurisdictions. Industry and policy makers are often concerned that rather than enhancing the productivity of domestic firms, such asymmetric carbon pricing will benefit emissions-intensive firms abroad. The price signals may force specific sectors to shift their output and eventually also their investments to other countries, so-called “pollution havens,” where firms face lower GHG emission costs. Policy makers and environmentalists are worried that this relocation could be followed by an increase in emissions at the new jurisdiction—the carbon leakage discussed above. These concerns over the adverse impact on competitiveness and the possibility of carbon leakage are probably the single most common concern challenging the introduction of carbon prices around the world.

If carbon leakage occurred, it would have two main knock-on effects on environmental policy objectives: it would reduce the environmental effect of emission reduction efforts and increase the cost of meeting specific climate targets. An increase in emissions in jurisdictions with low or no carbon prices would require additional efforts in the jurisdictions with carbon pricing policies in place to achieve the same net global emission reduction.

Carbon leakage can occur through three main channels (Box 7); the short-term output channel, the long-term investment channel, and thirdly, global fossil fuel prices channel. While global economic models show the third channel may actually be very important, this subject is not discussed in this report because it does not originate from the distorted international competitiveness of firms due to asymmetric carbon prices.
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Box 7  Different channels of carbon leakage

The output, or short-term competitiveness, channel operates when higher carbon emission costs force firms to reduce the utilization of their production facilities in jurisdictions covered by carbon pricing, to the benefit of plants located elsewhere that are not covered by carbon pricing.165

The investment, or long-term competitiveness, channel operates if different carbon prices in different jurisdictions affect investment decisions relating to choice of location (country). Existing plants in jurisdictions with a carbon price may first reduce investment in maintenance to sustain output levels, and eventually close. Companies may prefer to relocate to jurisdictions without a carbon price.

Figure 13  Three channels of transferring emissions leakage

1. Output: short-term competitiveness channel
   - firms facing a carbon price lose market share to those without

2. Investments: long-term competitiveness channel
   - new investment is preferentially located in regions without a carbon price

3. Fossil fuel pricing channel
   - carbon price causes drop in domestic demand for fossil fuels
     - lower fossil fuel prices
     - increase in demand for fossil fuels elsewhere in the world

The third channel of carbon leakage, the fossil fuel pricing channel, operates if climate policies in some countries were to reduce global demand for fossil fuels, which would in turn depress their global prices, thereby leading to a rebound in demand elsewhere and a subsequent increase in emissions.166

3.4 HOW TO ASSESS THE RISK OF CARBON LEAKAGE?

Carbon leakage only exists if the decision to relocate output and/or investment can be directly attributed to differences in carbon prices and, in turn, leads to an increase in emissions somewhere abroad where carbon prices are lower. In other words, causality needs to be established. Carbon leakage therefore needs to be assessed against what would have happened if carbon prices had been similar.

In reality, firms change location of production and investments every day, motivated by a variety of idiosyncratic factors discussed above. It is difficult to attribute such decisions to a single factor—like the increase of a carbon price. Furthermore, the real reasons for shifting production or investments are a firm's private knowledge. Firms always strategically select the information they share with governments and the public.

The risk of carbon leakage is often debated even before the implementation of carbon pricing instruments. The risk of carbon leakage can be assessed before a certain policy is introduced (“ex ante”) or a few years after its implementation, allowing empirical evidence to be collected (“ex post”). These two complementary approaches to assessing leakage are illustrated in Figure 14.

Ex-ante modeling suggests a wide range of potential leakage rates. Economy-wide models tend to find leakage rates in the region of 5–20 percent (meaning that for every 1,000 kg of reduced emissions in jurisdictions with a carbon price, emissions are expected to increase by 50–200 kg in other jurisdictions)—still yielding a net reduction. The results were found for a blend of sectors, more and less heavily exposed to carbon leakage. However, in the economy, when some sectors lose market share and employment, others gain. Leakage rates for individual sectors therefore differ. The range of leakage rates estimated by single-sector, partial equilibrium models is much wider: rates vary from just a few percentage points to rates even exceeding 100 percent (meaning that emissions in other jurisdictions are expected to increase by more than the emission reduction achieved in a jurisdiction with a

---

**Figure 14** Ex-ante and ex-post assessments of carbon leakage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessments of carbon leakage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical (ex-ante)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy-wide (CGE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typically 5-15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector-specific (PE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide range (0-100%+); but typically higher than GE studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical (ex-post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Econometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No causal relationship between CO₂ price and loss of market share</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant differences within and between models

Source: Authors, based on Vivid Economics
Note: CGE = Computable General Equilibrium (model); PE = Partial Equilibrium (model).

carbon price). However, such models tend to focus on the sectors that are particularly vulnerable to carbon leakage. The different findings of the various modeling approaches are also explained by the diversity of the underlying assumptions and data, meaning that the results can only be duly compared if they are presented in a transparent way.

Ex-post studies are based on empirical assessments of existing schemes (mainly carbon taxes in individual EU countries and the EU ETS), using econometric approaches to try and establish a causal relationship between carbon pricing and leakage. The results of ex-post assessments consistently indicate that so far there is very little evidence that carbon prices have caused any significant carbon leakage and, least in Europe. However, it is important to recognize that the absence of evidence to the contrary does not necessarily indicate that carbon leakage has not occurred and will not occur in the future. Several factors could explain the above results:

- The risk of leakage is negligible because emission costs represent only a small fraction of production costs and/or other factors are more important determinants of a firm’s production and location decisions;
- Carbon prices in the existing schemes have been too low to have an impact;
- Mitigation measures worked—free allowances, for example, have successfully neutralized the leakage risk;
- Methodological challenges have distorted the results because of the relatively short period that carbon pricing has been in existence and the limited geographical coverage of the schemes that could be studied for a longer period of time (almost all empirical studies focus on the EU countries).

The next section discusses when it may be justified to provide assistance to firms to mitigate the risk of leakage.

In the presence of fragmented policies and different carbon costs, the risk of carbon leakage justifies giving assistance to the exposed firms and sectors. Policy makers usually face strong pressures from affected vested interest groups to shield them from the impact of carbon prices, and need to ascertain whose claims are legitimate and who is just seeking windfall gains.

Three criteria are typically used to identify the sectors that are exposed to the risk of carbon leakage:

1. Level of carbon price (capturing the impact of carbon prices), which determines the magnitude of costs associated with emissions;
2. Emission intensity (another measure of the impact of carbon prices), which determines the cost increase that can be attributed to carbon pricing, including direct on-site emission costs and indirect emission costs passed on through electricity price increases;
3. Trade intensity (capturing the exposure to carbon prices), which is a proxy for the ability of a firm or sector to pass on a cost increase to consumers without losing significant market share. Absent trade, or the potential to trade, firms covered by carbon pricing are insulated from uncovered competitors and the risk of carbon leakage should be small.

The full picture can be obtained when these three criteria are considered together rather than in isolation. In the California Cap-and-Trade Program, leakage assistance is determined by a combination of emission intensity and trade intensity, and, in the period 2018–20, sectors will receive different levels of leakage assistance according to their level of exposure to leakage. However, some instruments, such as the EU ETS (in its current phase) and the proposed carbon tax in South Africa, offer support to entities that are deemed trade exposed, even if they are not carbon-intensive.

It is best to assess the carbon leakage risk exposure of entities at the sector rather than the firm level. This approach avoids rewarding firms that are more emissions-intensive than their competitors and prevents firms from changing sales patterns in order to satisfy trade exposure tests.

The impact of carbon and trade intensity can be further fine-tuned by considering: (i) the price sensitivity of consumers; (ii) the degree of competition within the industrial sector in question; (iii) the availability and cost of abatement options; (iv) carbon pricing (implicit and explicit) in other jurisdictions (the main trading partners), and (v) the carbon intensity of production in other jurisdictions. In sum, exposed sectors are those that are carbon-intensive, burdened with costly abatement options, and exposed to international trade with jurisdictions that do not charge their firms for emissions. However, the lack of data and the accompanying administrative burden often prevent the use of these criteria for more targeted assistance.

Assistance should be narrowed over time, as it can otherwise have undesirable fiscal and economic consequences and possibly undermine the core objective of a policy by maintaining support for carbon-intensive firms. However, when carbon pricing is introduced for the first time, providing broad support to all sectors is sometimes necessary to gain public and political acceptance. It can be gradually limited and better targeted over time as acceptance increases and more relevant data become available.

### 3.6
**HOW TO ASSIST EXPOSED AND VULNERABLE SECTORS?**

Once the risk of leakage has been determined to be significant for certain sectors, governments can assist the affected firms in several ways. They can assist in mitigating the social and economic impact of the sector’s decline, for instance, by retraining workers. Alternatively, governments can lower the risk of leakage through special measures—including integrated assistance measures that are included in the design of a carbon pricing instrument and complementary measures, which are not part of the carbon pricing instrument’s design.

#### 3.6.1
**Integrated assistance measures**

Integrated measures have been the generally preferred approach to date. Directly incorporating measures that protect against leakage in the carbon pricing legislative package transparently addresses leakage concerns and can help secure the necessary political support for the policy. Broadly speaking, six distinct types of integrated measures can be observed, three of which involve free allowance allocations:

- **Free allowance allocations, based on:**
  - Grandfathering: firms receive free allowances directly related to their historical emissions (e.g., EU ETS Phases I and II, the Republic of Korea’s ETS in all but three sectors, Kazakhstan ETS Phases I and II, and most sectors in the pilot ETSs of Beijing, Chongqing, Guangdong, Hubei, Shanghai and Tianjin);
  - Fixed sector benchmarking (FSB): firms receive free allowances related to their historical production and a product-specific benchmark of emission intensity of the whole sector (EU ETS Phase III);
  - Output-based allocation (OBA): firms receive free allowances related to their actual production and a product-specific benchmark of emission intensity of the whole sector (e.g., California, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea in three sectors, and Shenzhen);
Administrative exemptions: exempting some emissions or sectors/firms from the carbon pricing instrument, or setting reduced rates for them (e.g., a number of carbon taxes in EU countries and South Africa’s proposed carbon tax);

Rebates: providing subsidies to industry (direct rebates) or reducing other taxes paid by the exposed industry (indirect), often by an equivalent amount (e.g., the U.K. climate change levy and the Swedish Nitrogen Oxide charge);

Border carbon adjustments (BCAs): imposing emission costs at the border on importers of carbon-intensive goods and/or providing a rebate to firms exporting to third countries, unless those countries have an equivalent carbon pricing regime.

The various assistance measures each have their own relative merits and weaknesses in terms of administrative feasibility and costs, effectiveness in leakage prevention, and usability as an incentive to reduce emissions. They are sometimes combined in one legislative package, where different forms of assistance are given to different sectors.

Exemptions perform most poorly in terms of abatement incentives, but are easy to implement. They may be appropriate to ensure political support so that carbon pricing survives the infancy stage.

Grandfathering may be appropriate when a scheme is in its early stages, where the need to tackle other administrative challenges may make benchmarking approaches complex, or where there is a desire to provide one-off compensation to firms, even if they are not at risk of leakage. Grandfathering entails perverse incentives to increase emissions, unless firms expect that it will be soon replaced with benchmark-based assistance.

Of the free allocation approaches, those that use benchmarking (either OBA or FSB) generally perform better by most criteria than those that provide free allowances on a grandfathered basis. By breaking the link between a firm’s own historical emission levels and its free allowance allocation, the risk of rent-seeking is reduced. The additional administrative costs incurred to calculate the benchmarks, and in the case of OBA also to update output data, are higher for the benchmarking approaches, but are manageable.

There is a trade-off between the two benchmarking approaches. OBA may be more effective at preventing leakage but may also compromise the environmental integrity of the carbon pricing instrument, unless it is designed with additional environmental safeguards. This is particularly true if OBA is applied to sectors that are not exposed to leakage.

BCAs arguably perform best in terms of environmental integrity, but face political, administrative, and possibly also legal challenges. BCAs effectively extend the carbon pricing regime to entities outside the implementing jurisdiction. Legal considerations will influence any design but many commentators suggest that these considerations will not represent an insurmountable barrier. World Trade Organization requirements might possibly be met if BCAs demonstrate their effectiveness at reducing emissions, rather than at addressing carbon leakage. The political challenges may be as great, or greater, than any legal constraints, as demonstrated by the experience of the EU in seeking to establish a regime that would have extended its ETS to cover emissions from all international flights from and to Europe. Application of trade measures to climate change

regulation remains largely untested and risky. Trade disputes can spill over to many areas of international relations, making BCA a very expensive policy for all parties concerned. Border adjustment measures appear more feasible when introduced by a coalition of partners who account for a significant share of world trade.\textsuperscript{174} Moreover, considerable administrative challenges arise from the fact that the legislator introducing BCA has no jurisdictional access to third-party companies to ensure accurate measurements of emissions. Adequate monitoring, reporting, and third-party verification of emissions has proved essential for the proper functioning of carbon markets.

A more technical discussion of the integrated assistance measures is presented in Annex II.

### 3.6.2 Complementary leakage mitigation measures

Complementary measures tend to have a less immediate impact on leakage and are more challenging to design in a way that flexes in value with the carbon price. They can reduce the carbon cost burden faced by sectors exposed to leakage through grants; tax incentives; and financial assistance for emission reduction projects for firms in leakage-exposed sectors or for R&D of low-emissions technologies applicable in leakage-exposed sectors. For example, under Phase III of the EU ETS, member states can compensate firms for indirect emission costs using national resources via state aid schemes. Both the EU and New Zealand provide research and development funding to affected sectors. However, the link between these measures and leakage prevention may not be strong.

### 3.6.3 Ensuring targeted and effective leakage assistance measures

Experience suggests that to successfully address competitiveness and leakage concerns requires that assistance be targeted at those sectors where the risk of leakage is significant. The assistance measures implemented should be chosen after considering multiple criteria, such as effectiveness in leakage prevention and administrative feasibility, as indicated in Table 4 in Annex II. If this is a politically difficult process, assistance measures should be reviewed periodically and adjusted as more jurisdictions apply similar policies, and additional knowledge is gained on this subject.

Studies suggest that leakage prevention assistance has not always been necessary to maintain the competitiveness of firms affected by these policies.\textsuperscript{175} A number of analyses found no difference in output or employment between firms that faced the full carbon price and those that were fully or partially exempt.\textsuperscript{176} However, this finding may not necessarily apply to higher carbon prices.

The ultimate solution to carbon leakage is international cooperation, which would harmonize carbon price signals across all jurisdictions. It would remove the underlying cause of leakage and therefore reduce the need for assistance measures. Nonetheless, as pointed out above, more empirical evidence is needed on the impact of internationally harmonized but high carbon prices in less developed, low-income countries. The benefits of international cooperation and the fundamental role of carbon pricing instruments are discussed in the next section.


section 4

International cooperation on mitigation
As outlined in section 2, new national and subnational carbon pricing instruments have emerged since 2012 in a bottom-up process. Countries are defining their mitigation efforts in INDCs. These INDCs will inform future action on carbon pricing. Section 3 has shown that competitiveness and carbon leakage are serious concerns in a world of uncoordinated, fragmented action on carbon pricing. Policy tools are available to manage these risks but ultimately international cooperation will be essential to realizing the full potential of carbon pricing.

This section explores the broader role of international cooperation in achieving the 2°C mitigation target in a cost-efficient manner. Because of the unequal distribution of wealth and abatement potential around the world, all countries would benefit from cooperation. Some countries can afford to reduce GHG emissions but have already exploited most of their low-cost abatement options, while others have many low cost low-carbon development opportunities, but lack the resources to harness them. Carbon pricing and climate finance instruments are important facilitators of cooperation, as these are the primary mechanisms through which international finance can be transferred between countries. Through carbon pricing instruments, a portion of the resulting cost savings in countries that avoid the most expensive abatement measures can be converted to financial transfers and drive low-carbon growth in the lower-income countries, which might otherwise lack the resources to modernize their economies, create jobs in low-carbon sectors, and reduce poverty in a sustainable manner. Rewards such as these financial transfers between countries and penalties, for example, border carbon adjustments, are necessary instruments to overcome incentives to “free-ride” on the efforts of others, something that prevents a cooperative solution. They align incentives between countries, avoid fragmentation, and enable harnessing of the common benefits from cooperation.177

The natural starting point to estimate the potential cost savings through cooperation and associated financial transfers would be the INDCs. However, as some INDCs have not yet been submitted, it is too soon to model the cost savings that could be achieved on the basis of INDCs. Therefore, this section follows an alternative approach that illustrates a possible range of INDCs using so-called effort-sharing scenarios. Based on the modeling of these scenarios from various leading literature sources, ranges of cost savings and associated resource transfers are presented. While these ranges are broad, reflecting different impacts from the various effort sharing scenarios and models used, the possible savings and resource transfers are nonetheless large in all cases, across a diverse range of assumptions. This demonstrates the robustness of the conclusions of this section and highlights the indispensable role of international cooperation, through carbon pricing and climate finance instruments, in mobilizing resources at the scale needed to stabilize the climate.

4.1 INCENTIVES FOR COOPERATION ON CLIMATE MITIGATION

The magnitude of cost savings that can be achieved through cooperation depends mainly on the initial distribution of mitigation efforts among countries, the stringency of the emission reduction targets, the differential of mitigation costs between countries, and the size of the coalition of countries pursuing climate action. Although all countries ultimately benefit from cooperation, each country will benefit to a different extent—some will be recipients of resource transfers, while others will transfer resources to other countries.

"The main reward for global cooperation on climate change lies in the savings that can be gained on the costs of limiting the global temperature increase to 2°C."

The distribution of mitigation efforts among countries reflects national circumstances, political realities, economic possibilities, and strategic interests. International climate negotiations recognize that countries should participate in climate mitigation in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, taking into account their specific social and economic circumstances. Once all INDCs have been submitted, they will reveal the de facto initial distribution of mitigation efforts.

The INDC effort-sharing outcome can be compared with the outcome of a process purely based on the principle of efficiency: a least-cost approach, which calls for emission reductions to be achieved wherever it is cheapest to do so, without regard for political or other constraints. As the INDC process is still underway, it is too early to make such a comparison. However, regardless of the distribution of mitigation efforts that will emerge from the INDCs, it is likely that the cost burden of climate change mitigation can be reduced. This is because the actual emission reductions can be achieved either through domestic actions alone or through a combination of domestic and cooperative actions undertaken jointly by several countries.

Academic literature can give an insight into the extent to which cooperation can help reduce the cost burden. It compares effort-sharing outcomes based on the least-cost approach with effort-sharing approaches based on normative principles, reflecting different stakeholders' preferences on how the effort should be distributed according to principles such as fairness and equity. Some examples of these normative effort-sharing approaches are equal costs per GDP, per GDP convergence, and per capita convergence. By definition, these effort-sharing approaches are more expensive than (or at least as expensive as) the least-cost approach.

The cost savings that can be achieved by moving from various initial effort-sharing approaches to a least-cost scenario through cooperation are presented in Table 2. Although these estimates are based on effort-sharing approaches that may be different from the outcome of the INDC process, they can be considered as a proxy of the cost savings that can be achieved through cooperation. This is justified because the normative principles used in the academic research presented in Table 2 are also, implicitly or explicitly, adopted in the INDC process.

According to this academic research, cooperation can reduce the global costs of meeting a long-term climate target by about 6–67 percent. The magnitude of these cost savings depends on the assumed distribution of the mitigation effort among countries compared to a least-cost scenario, as discussed above. In general, the largest global cost savings are expected if the distribution of effort is not based on low-cost mitigation options. This is highlighted in Table 2, which shows that cooperation is more valuable if the initial effort-sharing approach is based on the per capita convergence principle rather than on effort-sharing approaches that take global mitigation opportunities into account (that is, the equal costs per GDP and per GDP convergence approaches). Moreover, a study by Clarke et al. (2009), which is quoted by the IPCC, estimates that the potential cost savings are larger under a scenario where only a few countries take mitigation action, as delayed mitigation by the other countries results in higher global mitigation costs (see Table 2). Furthermore, research has found that lower relative cost savings are obtained for more ambitious global emission reduction targets, such as the 450 ppm CO$_2$e scenario, compared with less ambitious targets, such as the 550 ppm CO$_2$e scenario (Table 2). The main explanation for this finding is that in order to achieve substantial global emission reductions, both developed and developing countries have to use relatively expensive abatement measures. As the costs of achieving emission reductions in industrialized and developing countries converge, the benefits of shifting the mitigation effort from one country to another are lower.

---

179 Equal costs per GDP – this approach assumes that the mitigation effort is divided among countries so that all countries have equal mitigation costs as a share of GDP. This burden differentiation model takes into account countries’ mitigation opportunities and their ability to pay for mitigation. Per GDP convergence – this approach is based on the convergence of emissions per unit of GDP, which is an indicator of the carbon efficiency of a country. Under this burden differentiation model, countries with lower carbon efficiencies (that is, higher emissions per unit of GDP) are required to make deeper emission reductions than countries with higher carbon efficiencies (that is, lower emissions per unit of GDP). Typically, these deep emission reductions can be achieved at a relatively low abatement cost, as countries with low carbon efficiency generally have numerous low-cost mitigation opportunities. Per capita convergence – this approach distributes the mitigation effort among countries so that the emissions per capita of countries converge over time to a common level. This model is based on the egalitarian principle, where all citizens have equal rights to “use” the atmosphere.

180 Savings are reported on a net basis, i.e. are calculated as a sum of avoided mitigation costs in some countries after transfers plus a sum of surplus of other countries resulting from transfers after additional mitigation costs have been incurred.


182 A long-term 450 ppm CO$_2$e target is “likely” (>66%) to limit the global temperature rise to 2°C.
Cost savings from cooperation on a regional level vary significantly, as demonstrated in Figure 15, which shows the absolute and relative cost savings for an approach where the effort-sharing uses equal costs per GDP (chosen for illustration only). In this figure, the largest circle represents a 45 percent reduction of mitigation costs in South Asia.183 The largest $ sign represents US$39 billion in absolute cost savings in Europe. While the size of the cost savings varies widely, all regions nonetheless benefit from cooperation. It is important to highlight that Figure 15 presents the regional cost savings calculated on the basis of a single model study by Hof et al. (2012) and on only one effort-sharing approach. The cost savings calculated by other studies may not be identical, as these other studies may use different models, based on different underlying assumptions and different effort-sharing approaches. However, in general, studies show that all countries benefit from international cooperation as it leads to a more efficient use of global resources.

---

183 The exact definition of this region depends on the calculation model used. South Asia includes India, and may include, among other countries, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan. Source: Tavoni, M., Kriegler, E., Aboualamhoub, T., Calvin, K., De Maere, G., Jewell, J., Kober, T., Lucas, P., Luderer, G., McCollum, D., Marangoni, G., Riahi, K., and van Vuuren, D., Limits Special Issue on Durban Platform scenarios: The distribution of the major economies’ effort in the Durban platform scenarios, 2013.
It is important to note that these studies only take into account the direct costs of GHG emission mitigation and the resource transfers that enable cost savings. The global benefits of avoided climate change damages are not considered. Furthermore, co-benefits\(^{184}\) of mitigation that are not quantified in these studies include improvement in human health, energy access, and energy security. Cooperation can also strengthen trust between countries, reduce the potential for conflicts, and facilitate knowledge sharing.

---

4.2 REALIZING THE BENEFITS OF COOPERATION

Carbon pricing instruments can mobilize the resources needed to achieve cost savings from cooperation in the form of financial transfers between countries. Such instruments include carbon taxes, ETSs, carbon offset instruments as well as different forms of climate finance that can be funded by the revenues derived from carbon pricing or regular taxes.

Climate finance involves financial transfers between, for example, countries or international investors. It can take the form of direct investment in low-carbon technologies through grants or concessional loans and tax rebates, among other instruments. It can also fund readiness activities such as capacity building, institutional development, and policy design.\footnote{While climate finance is often considered to be a resource flow from developed to developing countries, climate finance can also flow between developing countries or between developed countries. Moreover, climate finance includes financial resources from both the public and private sectors.} Climate finance can help economies prepare for the introduction of a carbon price signal by providing the upfront funds needed to set up the infrastructure for a carbon pricing instrument or by phasing in carbon pricing in the form of carbon RBF.

Furthermore, carbon pricing instruments (carbon taxes, ETSs, and carbon offset instruments) have features that complement climate finance instruments:

- **Cost discovery**: Carbon pricing instruments can engage private sector actors to actively search for and discover the lowest-cost mitigation options. While models can be used to estimate emission mitigation costs and identify optimal mitigation strategies, these models are based on assumptions made with limited information available to modelers at the time the model was built. By contrast, the cost discovery function of carbon pricing facilitates innovation that uncovers mitigation options and costs.

- **Flexibility**: This is needed to provide policy makers with the ability to deal with uncertainties in future economic development and emission trajectories. In particular, permitting the use of mitigation outcomes achieved abroad can provide comfort to policy makers who set an ambitious emission reduction target.

- **Resource mobilization and private finance leveraging**: Achieving ambitious and cost-efficient mitigation globally requires significant international financial transfers that cannot be mobilized through public budgets only. The leveraging of private sector financial flows is therefore important, especially for developing countries, where low-carbon, capital-intensive technologies often struggle to compete with cheaper, traditional, carbon-intensive technologies. Developing countries also have higher sovereign risks, which reduce the attractiveness of investments in low-carbon technologies. Carbon pricing helps overcome these issues by providing an economic incentive for investors to assume the additional investment risk and shift resources from carbon-intensive to low-carbon technologies.

Combining and linking up different carbon pricing instruments can facilitate financial transfers even further (see Box 8).
Box 8 Linking of carbon pricing instruments

There are various ways to combine and link different carbon pricing instruments. For instance, offsets have commonly been used under ETSs. A well-known example is the use of CERs and ERUs in the EU ETS. The import of offsets up to about 6% of the cumulative cap is allowed under the EU ETS in the period 2008–20. Offsets can also be used in carbon taxes. For example, offsets are expected to be permitted for use in the scheduled South African carbon tax and CERs can be used in the Mexican carbon tax.

Several countries mention the use of international credits in their INDCs. The use of a common offset standard by various ETSs and carbon taxes indirectly links the instruments and helps carbon prices converge. Common offset standards such as the CDM, recognized by a wide range of countries, can help facilitate this indirect link of instruments and cooperation between countries. Another example of an indirect link is the international emissions trading under the Kyoto Protocol, where the trading of AAUs between countries creates implicit links between the countries’ domestic mitigation policies.186

Directly linking carbon tax instruments may involve different jurisdictions agreeing on (minimum) tax rates. Furthermore, it would require a consensus on the rules for transferring tax revenues across borders. ETSs and carbon taxes can also be linked directly. An example of a direct link between ETSs is found in the California and Québec Cap-and-Trade programs. Another linking variant is where ETS allowances are accepted under a carbon tax. Similarly, ETSs can also accept tax credits, which entities liable under a carbon tax would receive when paying taxes beyond their obligations. These types of links can be two-way, where units from one instrument are accepted in the other instrument and vice versa, or one-way, where only one instrument accepts units from the other.187 While harmonization of key design elements can help facilitate direct linking, this can be a challenge. Jurisdictions are currently designing and implementing carbon pricing instruments that reflect their national circumstances and that are, therefore, not harmonized. The concept of “networking” carbon pricing instruments is an alternative to direct linking which reflects this political reality. Networking accepts differences in the design and ambition of instruments, and seeks to facilitate cross-border trade by assigning a value to these differences.188 Another alternative to direct linking is to establish quantitative limits on the flows of units between instruments. While this option may restrict overall efficiency gains, it is recognized as an important mechanism to ensure that linking supplements domestic action.

---


188 The World Bank Networked Carbon Markets (NCM) initiative supports international cooperation. It has a long term vision that is focused on how a future international carbon market could accommodate a ‘patchwork’ of different, domestic climate actions. It is collaborating with a wide range of stakeholders to explore the post-2020 services and institutions that might be needed to achieve this, including: an independent assessment framework to establish a shared understanding of the climate change mitigation value of a wide range different climate actions; an International Carbon Asset Reserve to support and facilitate carbon market related functions; and an International Settlement Platform to track cross-border trades and provide a possible clearing house function. Further information is available at: http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/climatechange/brief/globally-networked-carbon-markets.
The magnitude and direction of financial transfers through economic instruments depend on the initial distribution of mitigation efforts. The LIMITS project\textsuperscript{189} found that under a scenario compatible with a 2°C target,\textsuperscript{190} the net annual flow of financial resources will be US$100–400 billion/year by 2030. By 2050, this net flow is estimated to increase to approximately US$400–2,200 billion/year.

An illustrative example of the magnitude and direction of the financial transfers in 2030 for two different effort-sharing approaches (equal costs per GDP and per capita convergence) are presented in Figure 16. Similar to the analysis of cost savings from cooperation, the size and direction of financial transfers depend on the effort-sharing approach adopted, the specific model used, and the underlying assumptions. It is important to note that these financial transfers are net flows, which take into account the difference between inflows and outflows. The value of these flows is directly related to the size of the cost savings: a large flow (in either direction) is associated with a high level of cost savings to a particular region.

The analysis shows that, in general, developing regions are recipients of net financial inflows. However, for some regions or countries—such as East Asia\textsuperscript{191}, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), and the former Soviet Union—the direction of financial transfers depends on the effort-sharing approach selected:

- Under the convergence per capita approach, East Asia would be transferring finance to other regions, as its per capita emissions are relatively high (currently larger than the EU), while under the equal costs per GDP scenario, East Asia would be a recipient of finance.
- Energy-exporting regions such as the MENA and the former Soviet Union would be transferring finance to other jurisdictions under the convergence per capita approach, as this approach involves high reduction targets for these countries. However, under the equal costs per GDP approach, these regions would be receiving international finance, as the relatively large impact of climate mitigation on fossil fuel trade reduces their GDP. As a consequence, this lowers their emission reduction targets.

Financial transfers need to take place even in a future where net global GHG emissions will be nil. It is expected that some countries will reach zero GHG emissions through the achievement of net negative emissions (or emission removal) by, for example, reforestation, or biomass with CO\textsubscript{2} Capture and Storage (bio-CCS), which balances other countries’ positive emissions. Financial flows are therefore needed to facilitate cooperation between these two groups of countries to achieve the net zero emissions target.

In summary, the long-term, global costs of reaching the 2°C target can be reduced by cooperation between countries. The corollary of this result is that, for a given cost figure, countries can achieve larger emission reductions through cooperation than through domestic actions alone.

The large-scale international resource transfers will be beyond the level of public sector spending, and will need to be channeled through a blend of instruments. These include carbon pricing instruments such as ETSs, carbon taxes, offsets and a combination thereof and linkages between them, as well as innovative hybrid instruments, such as variations of results-based climate finance. Climate finance and carbon pricing instruments will be essential in leveraging these financial transfers and enabling cooperation to mitigate climate change.

\textsuperscript{189} The LIMITS project is one of the most complete studies to date of regional resource transfers. LIMITS compares six different models that, among other outcomes, evaluate financial transfers under various scenarios. Financial transfers are calculated as the volume of emission reductions transferred multiplied by a carbon price. For further details, see Massimo Tavoni, Elmar Kriegler, Keywan Rahi, Delphi P. van Vuuren, Tino Aboumahboub, Alex Bowen, Katherine Calvin, Emanuele Campiglio, Tom Kober, Jessica Jewell, Gunnar Luderer, Giacomo Marangoni, David McCollum, Mariësse van Sluisveld, Anne Zimmer, Bob van der Zwaan. (2015) “Post-2020 climate agreements in the major economies assessed in the light of global models”. Nature Climate Change 5:119–126 (2015) and http://www.feem-project.net/limits/.

\textsuperscript{190} This scenario assumes a GHG concentration of 450 ppm CO\textsubscript{2}e by 2100.

\textsuperscript{191} This definition of this region depends on the calculation model used. East Asia includes China, and may include, among other countries, Cambodia, Mongolia, North Korea and Vietnam. Source: Tavoni, M., Kriegler, E., Aboumahboub, T., Calvin, K., De Maer, G., Jewell, J., Kober, T., Lucas, P., Luderer, G., McCollum, D., Marangoni, G., Rahi, K., and van Vuuren, D., Limits Special Issue on Durban Platform scenarios: The distribution of the major economies’ effort in the Durban platform scenarios, 2013.
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Illustration of approximate regional financial flows required to achieve GHG mitigation in line with a 2°C target at global least costs by 2030

**Figure 16**

UNDER A CONVERGENCE OF PER CAPITA EMISSIONS APPROACH

UNDER AN EQUAL COSTS PER GDP APPROACH

Net outflow  Net inflow

Source: Authors, based on LIMITS database

Note: Regional mitigation contributions are determined by either convergence of per capita emissions (top map) or equal costs per GDP (bottom map). The area of the triangles scales with absolute resource flows. The largest triangle (Sub-Saharan Africa in top map) depicts a value of US$95 billion and the smallest triangle (Latin America in bottom map) corresponds to a value of US$0.4 billion. Values are in 2005 US$ per year.
# ANNEX I
## CONVERSION RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>US$ equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Pound</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>1.5574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish Krone</td>
<td>DKK</td>
<td>0.1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Dollar</td>
<td>CAN$</td>
<td>0.7664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilean Peso</td>
<td>CLP</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Yuan</td>
<td>CNY</td>
<td>0.1635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>1.0967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelandic Krona</td>
<td>ISK</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Yen</td>
<td>¥</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan Tenge</td>
<td>KZT</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean Won</td>
<td>KRW</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican Peso</td>
<td>MXN</td>
<td>0.0622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Dollar</td>
<td>NZD</td>
<td>0.6577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian Krone</td>
<td>NOK</td>
<td>0.1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish Zloty</td>
<td>PLN</td>
<td>0.2637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Rand</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.0790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish Krona</td>
<td>SEK</td>
<td>0.1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Franc</td>
<td>CHF</td>
<td>1.0392</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Currency conversion rates as of August 1, 2015

ANNEX II
INTEGRATED ASSISTANCE MEASURES TO MITIGATE THE RISK OF LEAKAGE

Pros and cons of various leakage assistance measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leakage prevention measure</th>
<th>Administrative feasibility/cost</th>
<th>Leakage prevention</th>
<th>Incentives to reduce emissions</th>
<th>Demand-side efficiency incentives</th>
<th>Other issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation: Grandfathering</td>
<td>Relatively easy to implement if historical emissions data are available</td>
<td>Relatively weak, relying on periodic updates of free allowances</td>
<td>Diluted by strategic gaming by firms</td>
<td>May be preserved</td>
<td>Risk of windfall profits and rent-seeking by firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation: Fixed sector benchmarking</td>
<td>Relatively complex and risks being subject to lobbying, but this can be overcome</td>
<td>Relatively weak, relying on periodic updates of free allowances</td>
<td>Preserved by using firm-independent benchmarks</td>
<td>May be preserved</td>
<td>Low risk of rent-seeking by firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation: Output-based allocations</td>
<td>Relatively complex and risks being subject to lobbying, but this can be overcome</td>
<td>Strong, due to the clear and explicit link between output and allocations, depending on which benchmarks have been set</td>
<td>Preserved by benchmarks, but lower predictability of overall environmental impact</td>
<td>None if applied too broadly</td>
<td>Low risk of rent-seeking by firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative exemptions</td>
<td>Easy to implement</td>
<td>Strong, but inefficient firms will be artificially shielded from competition from efficient ones</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No risk of windfall profits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebates</td>
<td>Depends on the choice</td>
<td>Strong if rebates are linked to output (like output-based allocations), but weaker if rebates are in the form of lump-sum transfers</td>
<td>Strong if rebates are not linked to emission intensity</td>
<td>Stronger for lump-sum rebates than for those linked to output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border carbon adjustments (BCAs)</td>
<td>Very complex and administratively costly</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Preserved and may also be extended to firms outside the direct scope of the policy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Significant political and possibly legal challenges; lower risk when introduced by a coalition with market power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free allowance allocations

The most common policy mechanism that policy makers have used to address leakage to date is the provision of free allowances under ETSs. This reduces the financial cost of emissions for firms and is thus expected to reduce the risk of leakage. Free allowances can be allocated in many different ways, but the following two questions best characterize design efforts so far:

- Does the amount of free allowances vary with the output of the individual firm?
- Is the amount of free allowances linked to the emissions of the individual firm?

Combining the two questions offers four conceptually distinct approaches to assistance (Table 5).

### Table 5 Free allocation approaches and their relationship to a firm’s output and emission intensity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes, allocation is directly proportional to a firm’s emission intensity</th>
<th>No, allocation is benchmarked to the emission intensity of the sector in question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes: Output-Based Allocation</td>
<td>Output-Based Allocation: Allocations are proportional to sector-wide product benchmarks and a firm’s current output levels. Examples of its implementation include the California Cap-and-Trade Program, New Zealand’s ETS, Australia’s former carbon pricing mechanism (CfPM), the Republic of Korea’s ETS (in three sectors), and the Shenzhen ETS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No: Fixed allocation based on a firm’s historical output with periodic updating</td>
<td>Fixed sector benchmarks: Allocations are proportional to sector-wide product benchmarks and firm-specific, historical activity levels. Output adjustments take place between phases. An example of its implementation is Phase III of the EU ETS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grandfathering: Allocations are directly linked to a firm’s historical emissions. Examples include the EU ETS Phases I and II, the Republic of Korea’s ETS (for all but three sectors), Kazakhstan’s ETS Phases I and II, and most sectors in the pilot ETSs of Beijing, Chongqing, Guangdong, Hubei, Shanghai and Tianjin.

This would effectively eliminate carbon price. To date, this approach has not been adopted.


*Note:* Some schemes use grandfathering for the majority of their allocations but adopt benchmarking approaches for new entrants or capacity expansions. These schemes are categorized as grandfathering for simplicity. The Shanghai ETS pilot involves a hybrid approach that combining combines some elements of grandfathering and benchmarking, and so thus is not included in this typology.

---


193 If a firm were allocated allowances on the basis of both its actual output and actual emission intensity, the volume of allowances granted would move in direct proportion to its carbon cost, and therefore the firm would effectively be exempted from some or all of the carbon cost.
Some countries provide different types of free allowance allocation for different sectors. Under the Republic of Korea’s ETS, the majority of sectors receive free allowances through a grandfathering approach in the first phase. However, the clinker, refineries, and aviation sectors have obtained assistance through output-based allocation. This reflects the perceived relative ease of creating benchmarks in these three sectors. Policy makers have expressed a desire to shift increasingly toward the use of benchmarks in future phases. These different leakage risk mitigation measures are discussed in turn below, skipping free allocations that vary both with output and emission intensity, as this would effectively cancel the impact of carbon pricing.

**Grandfathering**

Under a grandfathering approach, firms receive free allowances directly related to their historical emissions, and the amount does not automatically change with their future output. This ensures that incentives to reduce emissions are retained because even allowances received free of charge have a market value that can be cashed out through abatement investments. This feature, combined with administrative simplicity, has made grandfathering a popular method of providing assistance in the initial stages of many carbon pricing schemes. Prominent examples include the first two phases of the EU ETS, the first phase of the Republic of Korea’s ETS (for most sectors), Kazakhstan’s ETS, and various Chinese ETS pilots.

Existing grandfathering schemes periodically adjust free allocations to the changes in production levels. Free allowances are usually also canceled if firms do not maintain a minimum level of production. This normally takes place every three to seven years, as under the EU ETS and the Republic of Korea’s ETS, as well as under the various Chinese pilot ETSs. These adjustments weaken some of the incentives that grandfathering can provide to reduce output and can even shut down emissions-intensive facilities if the sale of unused allowances generates a higher profit than maintaining production. Another reason for reducing allowances with output is to prevent windfall profits. In particular, in Phase II of the EU ETS, unexposed firms, especially energy utilities, passed on the cost of their allowances to their customers, even though they did not have to pay for them. Furthermore, such adjustments, if not managed properly, create a temptation for “rent-seeking” by firms. When firms expect that updates to the volumes of allowances will be linked to the level of their emissions-intensive activities, they tend to increase their current emissions-intensive output to receive more free allowances for the next period. These rent-seeking incentives disappear when firms expect that grandfathering will be replaced by an allocation scheme in which the volume of free allowances cannot be “gamed” so easily by individual firms.
Fixed Sector Benchmarking (FSB)

Like grandfathering, this approach breaks the link between the emission intensity of an individual firm and the allowances this firm receives. However, in contrast to grandfathering, the level of assistance is determined not by reference to the current or historical emissions (intensity) of each individual firm, but by reference to a product-specific benchmark of emission intensity of the whole sector.

This is the approach adopted in Phase III of the EU ETS. The benchmark for free allowances is based on industry emissions performance, so that only the top 10 percent performers receive free allowances to, in principle, cover 100 percent of their emissions. Other firms receive the same volume of free allowances as the best performers, but have to purchase additional allowances at the market price to cover their actual emissions.\(^{195}\) It provides an ongoing incentive for firms to outperform others in their sector in terms of emission efficiency. Benchmarks are also periodically updated, but opportunities for strategic gaming that increases emissions and windfall gains by individual firms are much weaker because the benchmark is derived from the performance of several firms.

Output-Based Allocation (OBA)

OBA is similar to the benchmarking scheme, except that the changes in a firm’s output (upwards or downwards) lead to rapid, almost automatic, changes in allowance allocations. Variants on this basic model are used for providing assistance to firms in California, New Zealand, some sectors in Korea, and in Shenzhen.

OBAs preserve the incentives to reduce emission intensity, as do the other free allocation approaches, and give a competitive edge to emissions-efficient firms. More importantly, OBA offers stronger leakage protection than FSB and grandfathering. Under OBA, an increase of production by an extra unit will directly result in additional free emission allowances. The level at which a benchmark is set affects the level of protection against leakage. A stringent benchmark will offer weaker leakage protection, as most firms will have an emission intensity that is worse than the benchmark and, hence, will have to purchase many extra allowances to produce an extra unit of output. Conversely, a higher benchmark will better protect against leakage but could have a negative effect on the environmental outcome. The benchmarks are also often tightened over time.

The key downside of OBA is that it could make the total environmental outcome of a carbon pricing scheme less certain, because the overall emissions cap can increase with the output of the industry. Without careful design, the environmental integrity of an emissions pricing scheme with OBA may be compromised.

---

Exemptions

The design of carbon pricing schemes may include exempting some emissions (for example, by implementing carbon tax–free thresholds), exempting some sectors/firms from the scheme (for example, the Swedish carbon tax\(^\text{196}\), or setting reduced rates for them. Sometimes these exemptions are driven by practical difficulties, political sensitivities, or the high transaction costs of covering certain sectors. For example, small and dispersed emitters in transport, agriculture, forestry, and municipal waste are often exempt from an ETS. However, sometimes these exemptions are also motivated by concerns about leakage.

While exemptions are effective in addressing leakage and administratively easy to implement, they fundamentally undermine the abatement incentives of carbon pricing. Reducing the effective carbon price means that abatement incentives are reduced as well. Exemptions, like grandfathering, may be useful when establishing a carbon pricing regime for the first time but should be accompanied by a credible plan for their eventual replacement with more targeted assistance. This thinking underpins the proposed South African carbon tax.

Rebates

Sometimes policymakers aim to reduce the leakage risks associated with carbon prices by reducing other taxes paid by the exposed industry, or providing other subsidies to industry, often of an equivalent amount. This is an approach most commonly adopted in countries pursuing a carbon tax. Often, rebates are funded by recycling a portion of the emissions tax revenue. Tax rebates preserve an incentive for firms to reduce their emission intensity, provided the rebates are not in proportion to emissions. They favor less emissions-intensive firms, without reducing the overall tax liability faced by the industry, although they may slow down the structural transformation marked by shifts in the shares of emissions-intensive and cleaner firms in the industry in question. Output-based rebates, such as in the case of the Swedish Nitrogen Oxide charge, have very similar properties to OBA and provide strong leakage protection, without compromising environmental integrity (OECD, 2013c).\(^\text{197}\) Alternatively, lump-sum rebates resemble grandfathering and FSB approaches.

Border Carbon Adjustments (BCAs)

BCAs involve imposing an emission cost at the border on importers of carbon-intensive goods and/or providing a rebate to firms exporting to third countries, unless those countries have an equivalent carbon pricing regime. BCAs can be introduced either as a border tax or, under an ETS, by requiring importers to surrender allowances for the GHG emissions associated with producing the imported goods or resources. The fundamental difference between BCAs and standard free allowance approaches is the effective extension of the carbon pricing regime to entities outside the implementing jurisdiction. This, in turn, dramatically changes the economic, environmental, and political effects of such a policy.

---

\(^{196}\) Over the years, carbon tax exemptions have increased for installations under the EU ETS, with the most recent increase in exemption starting from 2014 for district heating plants participating in the EU ETS.

\(^{197}\) The coverage has subsequently been expanded to all plants producing more than 25MWh of useful energy. Source: OECD, 2013.
BCAs have been widely modeled and discussed, but not often implemented. Article 10B.1 of the EU ETS Directive opens the possibility of applying BCA in the EU. Bearing some resemblance to a BCA, the emissions associated with imported electricity have to comply with the California Cap-and-Trade Program in the same way as emissions from electricity generated in California. In another example more broadly on border tax adjustments, the United States imposed a tax on imports whose production relied on ozone-depleting chemicals but also provided a tax rebate to manufacturers or exporters of those very same products.198

The modeling of BCAs generally suggests that BCAs would be effective in reducing leakage. However, the administrative difficulties associated with border adjustments may be substantial. Accounting for emissions embodied in the products and services imported from different places can be complex, although some say it is “administrable.” Considerable administrative challenges can arise from the fact that the legislator introducing BCAs has no jurisdictional reach to assure accurate measurement of emissions in third party companies, while practical experience has shown that accurate monitoring, reporting and third party verification of emissions is absolutely crucial for a well-functioning carbon market. BCAs may be easier to introduce in sectors with relatively homogenous products, such as cement. An alternative, simpler approach has been proposed: to impose a blanket tariff on all goods imported from non-participating countries without linking these tariffs to embedded emissions, to encourage third countries to join the “climate policy club.”

Legal considerations will influence any design but many commentators suggest these considerations will not represent an insuperable barrier. World Trade Organization requirements might possibly be met if BCAs demonstrate their effectiveness at reducing emissions rather than at addressing carbon leakage.

Yet the political challenges may be as great, or greater, than any legal constraints, as demonstrated by the experience of the EU in seeking to establish a regime that bore some resemblance to a BCA in the civil aviation sector. Trade disputes can spill over to many areas of international relations, making BCA a very expensive policy for the affected parties. Some experts suggest that the larger the market power of a coalition of countries applying border adjustments, the more feasible the BCA will be.

The industrialized countries listed in Annex I to the UNFCCC were committed to return their GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2000. They currently include Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, the Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, and the United States, as well as the European Union.

Annex I Parties are issued AAUs up to the level of their assigned amount, corresponding to the quantity of GHG they can release in accordance with the Kyoto Protocol (Article 3), during the first commitment period of that protocol (2008–12). One AAU represents the right to emit one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent.

The European Commission's temporary postponement of the auctioning of 900 million allowances from 2014–16 to 2019–20 by changing the auctioning timeline to rebalance supply and demand of emission allowances in the EU ETS in the short term.

Compliance units under the various schemes to manage GHG emissions in existence may or may not be carried over from one commitment period to the next. Banking may encourage early action by mandated entities, depending on their current situation and their anticipation of future carbon constraints. In addition, banking brings market continuity. Banking between Phase I and Phase II of the EU ETS is not allowed; it is allowed between Phase II and further phases. Some restrictions on the amount of units that can be carried over may apply; for instance, EUAs may be banked with no restriction, while the amount of CERs that can be carried over by a Kyoto Party is limited to 2.5% of the assigned amount of each Party.
**Baseline**  
The emission of GHG that would occur without the policy intervention or project activity under consideration.

**Benchmarking**  
Benchmarking is used to compare the operations of one company with those of others, with the industry average, or with best practice, to determine whether they have opportunities to improve energy efficiency or reduce GHG emissions. In the EU ETS, for example, free allocation is carried out on the basis of ambitious benchmarks of GHG emissions performance. These benchmarks reward best practice in low-emission production.

**Cap-and-Trade**  
Cap-and-trade schemes set a desired maximum ceiling for emissions (or cap) and let the market determine the price for keeping emissions within that cap. To comply with their emission targets at least cost, regulated entities can either opt for internal abatement measures or acquire allowances or emission reductions in the carbon market, depending on the relative costs of these options.

**Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO₂e)**  
The universal unit of measurement used to indicate the global warming potential of each of the six GHGs regulated under the Kyoto Protocol. Carbon dioxide—a naturally occurring gas that is a by-product of burning fossil fuels and biomass, land use changes, and other industrial processes—is the reference gas against which the other GHG are measured, using their global warming potential.

**Carbon Finance**  
Resources provided to activities generating (or expected to generate) GHG emission reductions through the transaction of such emission reductions.

**Carbon Leakage**  
Shift in CO₂ emissions from countries taking stringent actions to countries taking less stringent mitigation actions.

**Carbon tax**  
A tax that explicitly states a price on carbon or that uses a metric directly based on carbon (that is, price per tCO₂e).

**Cost Containment Reserve (CCR)**  
A pool of CO₂ allowances, established by the RGGI states and replenished at the start of each calendar year, which creates a fixed, additional supply of CO₂ allowances that are only available for sale if CO₂ allowance prices exceed certain prices levels.

**Certified Emission Reduction (CER)**  
A unit of GHG emission reductions issued pursuant to the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol and measured in metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent. One CER represents a reduction in GHG emissions of one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent.

**Chinese Certified Emission Reduction (CCER)**  
The NDRC issued rules to regulate the voluntary emission reduction credits market in China, in the form of CCERs, in June 2012. These will be issued in units of tCO₂e, and will include CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF₆.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glossary Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)</strong></td>
<td>The mechanism provided by Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol, designed to assist developing countries in achieving sustainable development by allowing entities from Annex I Parties to participate in low-carbon projects and obtain CERs in return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conference of the Parties (COP)</strong></td>
<td>The supreme body of the UNFCCC. It currently meets once a year to review the UNFCCC's progress. The word „conference“ is not used here in the sense of „meeting“ but rather of „association,“ which explains the seemingly redundant expression „fourth session of the Conference of the Parties.“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conference of the Parties Serving as the Meeting of the Parties (CMP)</strong></td>
<td>The UNFCCC's supreme body is the COP, which serves as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol. The sessions of the COP and the CMP are held during the same period to reduce costs and improve coordination between the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emission Reduction</strong></td>
<td>The measurable reduction of release of GHG into the atmosphere from a specified activity, and a specified period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emission Reduction Unit (ERU)</strong></td>
<td>A unit of emission reductions issued pursuant to Joint Implementation. One ERU represents the right to emit one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>European Union Allowance (EUA)</strong></td>
<td>The allowances in use under the EU ETS. An EUA unit is equal to one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Commitment Period under the Kyoto Protocol (CP1)</strong></td>
<td>The 5-year period, from 2008 to 2012, during which industrialized countries committed to collectively reduce their GHG emissions by an average of 5.2% compared with 1990 emissions under the Kyoto Protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Framework for Various Approaches (FVA)</strong></td>
<td>Defined at COP 17 in Durban, general framework at the UNFCCC level that allows various approaches—including opportunities for using markets to enhance the cost effectiveness of mitigation actions and promote their use, bearing in mind the different circumstances of developed and developing countries—which must meet standards that deliver real, permanent, additional and verified mitigation outcomes, avoid double counting of effort, and achieve a net decrease and/or avoidance of GHG emissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greenhouse Gas (GHG)</strong></td>
<td>Both natural and anthropogenic, GHGs trap heat in the Earth’s atmosphere, causing the greenhouse effect. Water vapor (H₂O), carbon dioxide (CO₂), nitrous oxide (N₂O), methane (CH₄), and ozone (O₃) are the primary GHGs. The emission of GHGs through human activities (such as fossil fuel combustion and deforestation) and their accumulation in the atmosphere are responsible for an additional forcing, contributing to climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC)</strong></td>
<td>Sets the climate actions (mitigation and adaptation) that a country intends to take under the new international agreement to be negotiated under the UNFCCC in Paris in December 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal carbon price</strong></td>
<td>A price on GHG emissions that a company uses internally to guide its business decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joint Implementation (JI)</strong></td>
<td>Mechanism provided by Article 6 of the Kyoto Protocol whereby entities from Annex I Parties may participate in low-carbon projects hosted in Annex I countries and obtain Emission Reduction Units (ERUs) in return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kyoto GHGs</strong></td>
<td>The Kyoto Protocol regulates six GHGs: carbon dioxide (CO(_2)), methane (CH(_4)), nitrous oxide (N(_2)O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF(_6)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kyoto Mechanisms</strong></td>
<td>The three so-called flexibility mechanisms that may be used by Annex I Parties to the Kyoto Protocol to fulfill their commitments. These are Joint Implementation (JI, Article 6), the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM, Article 12), and International Emissions Trading (Article 17).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kyoto Protocol</strong></td>
<td>Protocol that commits industrialized country signatories to collectively reduce their GHG emissions by at least 5.2% below 1990 levels on average over 2008–12 while developing countries can take no-regret actions and participate voluntarily in emission reductions and removal activities through the CDM. It was adopted at the third Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC held in Kyoto, Japan, in December 1997, and entered into force in February 2005.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action (NAMA)</strong></td>
<td>Refers to a set of mitigation policies and/or actions a developing country undertakes aimed at reducing its GHG emissions and on which countries report to UNFCCC on a voluntary basis. NAMAs were defined in 2007 under the UNFCCC Bali Action Plan as “Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions by developing country Parties in the context of sustainable development, supported and enabled by technology, financing and capacity building, in a measurable, reportable and verifiable manner.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Market-based Mechanism (NMM)</strong></td>
<td>New market-based mechanism to promote mitigation actions and enhance their cost effectiveness, bearing in mind different circumstances of developed and developing countries (as guided by decision 1/CP.18, paragraph 51); operating under the guidance and authority of the COP; defined at COP 17 in Durban. It may help developed countries meet part of their mitigation targets under the UNFCCC but should consider the principle of supplementarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offset</strong></td>
<td>Designates the emission reductions from project-based activities that can be used to meet compliance or corporate citizenship objectives vis-à-vis GHG mitigation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary Transaction | A transaction between the original owner (or issuer) of the carbon asset and a buyer.

REDD Plus (REDD+) | All activities that reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation and contribute to conservation, sustainable management of forests, and enhancement of forest carbon stocks.

Registration | The formal acceptance by the CDM Executive Board of a validated project as a CDM project activity.

Results-Based Finance (RBF) | Funding approach where payments are made only after predefined outputs or outcomes, such as emission reductions, have been delivered and verified.

Second Commitment Period under the Kyoto Protocol (CP2) | The 8-year period, from 2013 through 2020, in which Annex I Parties to the Kyoto Protocol committed to reduce GHG emissions by at least 18% below 1990 levels. The composition of Parties in the second commitment period is different from that in the first.

Secondary Transaction | A transaction where the seller is not the original owner (or issuer) of the carbon asset.

Supplementarity | Following the Marrakesh Accords, the use of the Kyoto mechanisms shall be supplemental to domestic action, which shall thus constitute a significant element of the effort made by each Party to meet its commitment under the Kyoto Protocol. There is no quantitative limit, however, to the use of such mechanisms. Supplementarity also needs to be considered in the development of modalities and procedures for the UNFCCC NMM (Draft decision -/CP.18, para 51, February 28, 2013).

Union Registry | An online database that holds accounts for stationary installations that have been transferred from national registries, as well as accounts for aircraft operators, which have been included in the EU ETS since January 2012. The Union registry replaces EU member states' national registries.

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) | The international legal framework adopted in June 1992 at the Rio Earth Summit to address climate change. It commits the Parties to the UNFCCC to stabilize human-induced GHG emissions at levels that would prevent dangerous, man-made interference with the climate system, following "common but differentiated responsibilities" based on "respective capabilities."

Validation | The process of independent evaluation of a project activity by a Designated Operational Entity (DOE) against the requirements of the CDM. The CDM requirements include the CDM modalities and procedures, subsequent decisions by the CMP, and documents released by the CDM Executive Board.
| **Verification** | The review and *ex-post* determination by an independent third party of the monitored reductions in emissions generated by a registered CDM project or a determined JI project (or a project approved under another standard) during the verification period. |
| **Verified Emission Reduction (VER)** | A unit of GHG emission reductions that has been verified by an independent auditor. Most often, this designates emission reduction units that are traded on the voluntary market. |
| **Voluntary Carbon Market** | The market that caters to the needs of those entities that voluntarily decide to reduce their carbon footprint using offsets. The regulatory vacuum in some countries and the anticipation of imminent legislation on GHG emissions also motivates some pre-compliance activity. |